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THE TEXAS CAVER
Volume 40, No. 1
March 1995
The Texas Caver is a quarterly publication of the Texas
Speleological Association (TSA), an internal organization of the
National Speleological Society (NSS) . Issues arc published in
March, June, September , and December.

Suhscription rates arc $15/ycar for four issues of The Texas
Caver. This includes membership in the TSA. For only $5 .00
additional, or a total of $20 .00 , you can receive Pal Copeland 's
Monthly Mai ling of Dated Mate rial containing dates and places
of current and future TSA, TSS, TCMA, TCS, and Grotto
actiVIties.
Out o f state s ubscribers, libraries, and other
in stitutions can receive The Texas Caver for the same rate
($ 15/ycar). Send all correspondence (other than material for
Th e Texa1· Caver), subscriptions, and exchanges to : The Texas
Caver, P.O . Box 8026, Austin, Texas 78713 . Back issues are
ava ilab le at $3 .00 per iss ue .
Artides and other Material fo r The Texas Caver should be
sent to the Publications Chairman, Jay Jo rden, 1518 Devon
Circle, Dallas, Texas 75217-1205. Th e Texas Caver openly
invites all cavers to s ubmit arti cles , trip reports, photographs
(35m m slides or any size black & white or co lor print on glossy
paper) , cave maps , news events, cartoons, and/or any other
caving related material fo r publication .
Exchangl'S shou ld be mai led to The Texas Caver at the
subscription addn~ss above. T11e Texas Caver will exchange
newsletters with other grottos .
c Copyri~ht 1995 by the Texa~ Speleological As~ociation .
Intern a l Organizations of the NSS may reprint any item first
appuuing in T7lt' Texa1· Caver as long as proper credit is given
and a copy of the m:ws lcller conta ining the reprinted material is
mailed to the co-<Xl itors . Other o rga nizations should contact the
co-ed ito rs abo ut reprinted materials .
Alternating Editors :
This Issue:
Next Issue:
Noble Stidham
Terry Hols inger & Chris Vreel!liXI
P.O. Box 1094
c/o Publications Ch.ainnan
Lubbock, Tx . 79408
1518 Devon Circle
(806) 763 -8606 Day/FAX
Dallas, Tx 75217-1205
CompuServe: 75023, 700
T ypesetting .
Proo fing .
Printing . . . .

. . . . . . . . . Ros e nUiry Stidham
. Be tty Jo hnson & Carol Holsey
. . . . . . . . . . . Noble Stiilluun

Front Co\'t'r: Texas cavcr survey. Bill Russdl n:ad ics his
survey book for a new cave nca r Campwood, Texas. Photo by
Noble Stidham .
!lark Cm•t•r : Bill Sawye r , Caverns of Sono ra peers into the
~1\'Cm 's new stat it· display depicting So no ra's o riginal entrance .
Photo by Noble Stidham .
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TSA Pub I ications
~y

Jay Jordu

One outgrowth of the 1994 NSS Convention was revitalized
communication among Texas grottos who worked together for
the state 's third such event. Three years of planning -- from
October 1991 -went into the convention, with numerous Texas
Speleological Association meetings either at the Brac~ettville
site o r involved with preparations. Then, for a week m June,
cavers converged from CaliforniR eastward and west from New
York - plus more than a dozen foreign countries -- for a w~k
of caving and camaraderie. A number of cavers are now getting
on the speleological superhighway as a way to keep informed.
And we need your help.
In a state 800 miles wide and almost as far from north to south,
caving trips can be long and news can travel slowly. Since
1955 , The Texas Caver has worked to bridge the geographic
gaps among the grottos -- four at that time. The first Texas
Region convention the following year drew just over 100
cavers . In the intervening 40 years, the grottos now total 11 or
so - with more than 1,000 names listed in the recently released
1995 TSA/TCR Members' Manual.

here's where the grotto network comes in. But it only works if
you vo~. 1be ideal person for each grotto will be involved
in his or her own grotto's newsletter or at least have regular
attendance at club meetings. The idea is to take notes on trips
(forms are available), ask cavers to write such reports and other
articles for the Caver, send notes on upcoming grotto events to
the Activities Newsletter and serve as a representative for TSA
publications at the grotto level.
Ideally, correspondents will have computers and modems,
enabling them to write and store material in . TXT files or
otherwise for use by the Caver and Activities Newsletter. The
modem gets them onto the ' ' Info Autobahn' ' -- the Internet and
World Wide Web-- through an on-line account. Much Texas
caving news is already transmitted by electronic mail.
Worldwide links are available through the Cave Net, Cavers'
Forum and caving home pages on the World Wide Web. My
e-mail addresses are:

5651968@MCimail.com (preferred)
other:
jay .jorden@chrysalis .org

Starting in Jarruary 1993, the TSA Activities Newsletter began.
Tile ~lication was then billed as "the underground newsletter
of the Texas Speleological Association . '' It had been approved
the previous fall as a way to complement the ~aver . by
providing timely information on future events, upcommg tnps,
projects, grotto contacts and other informal information.''
Before the convention began, Gil Ediger authored a series of
articles -- starting in April 1994 -- on better caver
communications , including a proposed system of gathering
caving news . Gil wrote " .. . the TSA's chief instrument to
accomplish its purposes is the medium of communication.
Indeed, it is virtually the only substantive thing the TSA can do.
It serves to keep the cavers of Texas in touch with each other,
on a common path, pulling together in a more or less common
direction."
We 've already seen what can happen with good communication.
Noble Stidham is keeping the mails flooded with Cavers from
his Lubbock co-editorship . Pat Copeland is ably cranking out
Activities Newsletters from Brownwood . Chris Vreeland and
Te rry Holsinger, both of Austin, have agr~ to handle
co-edito rship of alternate Caver issues . Chris' goals include
going for more maps, photos and graphics to augment issues,
Rlong with colw1ms from the TSA chairperson and reports from
the various conunittees .
To help all these folks out -- and get caving news to you faster
-- we 'd like to set up a network of correspondents in each
grott o, along with assistants, to funnel infomUltion toward the
statewide publications . As your TSA publications liaison, I'm
a resource between grottos and the Caver and newsletter
ed it o rs . I'll be networking with grottos and cavers to provide
articles, trip reports and other information -- preferably by
electronic nlllil -- to the editors who need ITUlterial for their
issues . In an ideal world , most cavers would autollUltically
submit trip reports , photos , graphics,etc., to the TSA publishers
without prompting. But we know that's not real-world . So
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An e-mail directory of other Texas cavers is being compiled.
The UT Grotto's phone list already contains a number of
Internet addresses. This is a critical element of the network
we'd like to establish. My snail-mail address is: 1518 Devon
Circle, Dallas, Texas 75217-1205. The telephone is (214)
398-9272.

As a backstop, I would like to receive exchanges from each
Texas club with the Dallas-Fort Worth Grotto's newsletter, Thf.
Oztotl Caver. If you call or write, we'll set it up.
Don Broussard, who is riding herd on TSA committees, poinll
out that the TSA Constitution directs the publications chair 1<.
study ' 'the needs of TSA members for TSA-sponsoret
fUhlications am shall recommend fUhlication policies of TSA. '
I believe the Internet is where Texas caving news mus
eventually end up. A WWW ''home page'' containing ru
interactive Caver with articles, current trip listings -- even th
ability to post information on line -- is inevitable. Sue~
''page" would contain Hypertext links to ?ther cav_m
resources.
The correspondents' network 1s a log1et
progression toward the next century of Texas caving.
~
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MINUTES OF THE TSA
WINTER MEETING
FEBRUARY 19, f99S - CAMPWOOD, TEXAS
The meeting was called to order at 9:00 a.m. by Chairperson
Cathy Winfrey. Approximately seventy-five members and all
officers were present. The secretary's report was read by Gary
Napper, Secretary, and accepted without corrections · or
additions. The treasurer's report was read next by Christa
McLeland, Treasurer, who reported a current bank account
balance of $4,445.00.
She also reported that the total
atte00ance for the winter meeting was 104 registered attendees,
and that twenty-six members had renewed dues that weekend.
The treasurer's report was accepted as read.
Reports from the Standing Committees were then called for.
Alejandro Villagomez, Safety Committee Chair, was not
present, nor was William Russell, Conservation Committee
Chair. Jay Jorden, Publications Committee Chair, discussed
some article and trip report improvement ideas, and mentioned
the growing incidence of E-mail contacts among cavers, citing
as an example the Austin-based E-mail list monitored by
Martha Meacham. It was reported that no new editor had yet
been selected to replace Keith Heuss as alternating Texas Cav~r
editor. Chris Vreeland expressed interest in the position, as did
Teny Holsinger. Acceptance of either of these candidates was
taken under consideration.
Mike Walsh then spoke briefly regarding land-owner relations
in the Campwood and surrounding areas and presented an
agreement among the TSA, the TCC (Texas Cave
Conservancy), and the Nueces Canyon Chamber of Commerce,
the p.~rpose of which is to promote cooperation among the three
parties and to increase the level of caving activity in the Nueces
Canyon area. Mike then introduced Karl Cordell, member and
past president of the Nueces Canyon Chamber of Commerce,
who. addressed the membership and extended his, hoped for,
~ ontmued good relations among the cavers and landowners.
The agreement was then signed by representatives of the three
<)arties, to the applause of the members present.
:~ ex~

order of business was cave projects reports. Terry
1:olsmger reported on the Powells Cave Project and announced
hat the next project work weekend was the following week. A
otal of 23 km has been mapped so far and 350 cavers have
:articipated in the project. Plenty of work remains to be done.
~ eoff

Roese reported that the next project weekend for the
:'overnment Canyon Project has tentatively been set for the
·u-st weekend in May. A<Witional caves have been found, and
h e project is somewhat hampered by lack of participants.

Under new business, it was moved by Gil Ediger to purchase
new TSA patches to replace those lost in Carl Ponebshek's auto
accident. The motion was a~cepted without objection. Gary
Napper then moved that a $50.00 donation be made to the
NSS's Norman's Caye Defense Fund. Motion was seconded
~y Martha Meacham, who offered a friendly amendment to
~crease the amount to $150.00. Cathy Winfrey explained a
httle of the backgroUnd relating to this fund and after brief
discussion, the amendmem was accepted and~ motion passed.
Cathy. Winfrey. then announced the following temporary
COilllillttee appointments:
Don Broussard will head a committee to determine the
willingness of the current standing committee chairpersons
to cominue in their positions, and to recruit replacements if
warranted.

Gil Ediger will head a committee to study needed revisions
to t~~ TSA Constitution, especially with regard to
provlSlons necessary to bring us into compliance with
statut~ related to our 501 (c) (3) tax exempt status.
Jay Jorden then reported on the $500.00 NSS honorarium
deferred from old business. He explained that this was
awau:cJed to the TSA after the NSS Convention last year, and
that •.t was curr~ntly being held in a sepe.rate TCMA account ,
pendmg ~tablishment of a permanent income-generating
account, With the eventual goal of acquiring TSA property, to
serve as a site for activities such as Texas Caver's Reunion etc.
A rambling discussion followed concerning possible ideas for
use of such land and potential means of raising money for such
a fund. Linda Palit moved and Gil Ediger seconded a measure
to add $1.00 to the admission charge for every future TSA
event, with the proceeds to constitute a land acquisition fund,
along with the original $500.00. Motion passed. Discussion
followed of possible establishment of a fund-raising position.
The matter was deferred.
Acknowledgment and general applause followed for the
excelled job done by Vire-chair Doug Allen in the preparations
and organization for the Winter Meeting.
Pete Strickland followed this with remarks about TCR safety
concerns and work responsibilities.
The next meeting was set for the TSA Spring Convention,
tentatively scheduled for June 1995.
Meeting was adjourned shortly after 10:00 a.m.
Respectfully submitted,
, TSA Secretary

· ~o report was available for the Colorado Bend Project.
J nder old business, it was reported the Texas Cave Rescue
0ho~e wallet cards and stickers had been procured and were
~~ailabl.e at the meeting, or from Gary Napper afterwards.

:) ISC\JSslon of the $500.00 NSS honorarium was deferred until

'"YJorden was available to comment.
March 1995
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CONSERVATION REPORTS

THE 4TH ANNUAL CAVERNS OF
SONORA RESTORATION PROJECT
~y

George Yui

The display on my truck' s digital clock read close to midnight
as I sped west to Sonora. I wondered if the incident I had just
left in Junction
was a portent of
how
thi s
r es toration
project would
My
proceed .
truck died just
barely
within
walking distance
of Junction . I
got there as the
last open service
station
was
about to close.
They onJy had
one battery that
could
replace
my dead one,
and it wasn ' I a
good fit. I had
to secure it so it
woukln 't fly into
my radiator on a
btm1py road , but
it worked .

Sonora restoration projects. Each year the project can accept
only a certain number of people, and each year there has been
a waiting list of cavers, many of whom joined the projects as a
few registered participants would inevitably have to cancel.
This year we had space for 70 cavers, but within the three days
prior to this year's project, I got an unprecedented 23
cancellations. Although I had a waiting list of 25 cavers, by
that late date most had made aJternate plans, and I considered
myself lucky
to still have 61
coming when I
exhausted the
waiting list.

Plan "A" re57
quired
cavers
to
scoop and haul
out
rubble
dumped more
than 30 years
ago into the
cave's Hilton
Room, located
about 170 m
from the entrance. In this
one
respect,
Sonora
1s
typical
of
many
show
The
caves.
cave was developed on n
So was that the
shoestrin g
1
fate of the rest811(
budget,
oral ion project?
rubble generApproach
the
ated
durint.
brink of distrail
conaster, only to
struction wru
lutve everything
dumped intc
work out fine in
passages 811( ,
the end? The
piled where i
first three restwould not b<
oration projects
noticed. Re
went off without
CA VERS AFTER A FlNE DAY' S WORK WITH 20 TONS BEHIND THEM
moving it woul·
a hitch.
I could
require a lot o
only hope for the
help.
best tl1is time. Soon after I arrived , Pat Copeland, Bill Sawyer,
As our start-up time of 8:30a.m. loomed close, only 42 cave1
wid I entered tl~e cave and stayed until past 2 a.m. on Saturday
had registered . Plan "C" was devised by modifying plan "A
moming November 19 , 1994. I WIUlled to take some "before"
into a no-frills optiolally efficient system that used the existin
photos of the restoration areas wld I needed to re-evaluate the
crew plus Caverns staff. We crossed our fingers IUld went t •
di.~tribution of cavers for the work that would conunence in too
work. Fortunately a few more cavers arrived as we got start
few hours . However, I found circumstiUlces that required me
but the 16 no-shows nearly spoiled the project.
to develop a pliUl "B" for tl~e restoration work. By 6 a.m . I was
In the minutes before work began, two other potential disaster •
up discuss ing those pliUls with the cave's manager, Sherrie
arose. The dump truck into which we would dump the tons ci
Cl~evalier. We dec ided to continue with the originaJ plan "A",
rock and rubble had canceled at the last minute. With a lot ( ·
but soon fmuld that we lutd to modify it into pl1U1 "C".
luck and wheelin'-deaJin' by Sherrie, we managed to get 01
Cavers have generally been helpful with the plwming of the
just in time. But what good is a dump truck if you can't' fill ··
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up? We found that some of the dollies rented to haul
the rubble would not fit on the narrow trails. Sherrie
managed to find another one in town, but extra dollies
brought by Doug Allen and Bill Bentley saved the day.
Thanks guys, and thanks to Gralin Coffin and Walter
Feaster who couldn't attend, but sent about 90 5-gallon
buckets for use in the project.
It seemed all the bad spirits had been exorcized as
everything moved smoothly once we got to work. Of
course some minor kinks tweaked the system, but
most cavers automatically adjusted as needed to work
them out. The general plan was to dig on two rubble
piles at the entrance of the Hilton Room, and when
they were removed, to move to a third pile at the back
of the room. The rubble was loaded into buckets,
which were loaded onto dollies and wheeled toward
the first staircase. Four cavers spaced along the stairs
passed them up and loaded them onto another dolly
which led to the Popcorn Room stairs. Since the
distance between stairs was short, many buckets were
walked through the gap. The original plan was to
reload the buckets into dollies at the top of the stairs
like we did during the 1990 restoration project, but
this year's team preferred to walk the buckets past the
section of narrow trail for more room to load dollies.
The last dolly run ended at the entrance's series of
stairs, where they were passed up, out, and emptied
into the dump truck. Empty buckets were passed
down and carried back to the Hilton Room on the
dollies.
There was some variance in the bucket brigade. A
few large rocks needed smashing with a sledge
hanuner to fit into the buckets, be hand-passed out, or
be loaded into "litters" made of chain-link fence
between two poles. Cavers at the bottom set of
entrance stairs had two small rock piles to dig as time
or energy allowed.

BILL SAWYER STANDS AMID RUBBLE TO BE REMOVED

We steadily rotated pos1tlons to prevent boredom and the
wearing out of particular sets of muscles. Cavers who emptied
buckets into the truck counted the number they'd dump. When
they reached 20, they moved to the Hilton Room, bumped one
person into the haul line, and everyone in the chain would bump
over one position toward the entrance. Some people found
-:ertain spots easier to handle for their age, level of fitness, or
pre-existing medical conditions, so they sometimes stayed put
·md let others rotate past them, moving with the team when
ready. However, no one was allowed to stay on the dig team
indefinitely. The haul line had to stay well-staffed. It took a
haul team of 45 cavers to keep up with the buckets produced by
!l five-person digging crew.
8y noon the first two Hilton Room piles were gone and the

third would be finished within an hour. But first, lunch. The
Caverns staff had served up a heap of blueberry pancakes for
breakfast, and for lunch, they prepared a Mexican feast of taco
salads, burritos, and tamales. After an hour break, we
regrouped at the cave entrance to discuss the afternoon's work.
There was little left to do in the Hilton Room, and when
•; ompleted, the work would shift close to the entrance to the
Devil's Pit.

l-1arch 1995

The Devil's Pit is the largest known room in Caverns of
Sonora. Unlike other big rooms, this one is not well lit, so
visitors don't notice the tons of rubble on its floor. A notch had
to be cut along one wall for the tour trail. This debris, and
more from nearby areas, was dropped to cover the floor of the
room. The rocks look natural to most visitors, but that is
irrelevant to the owners. The rocks are not natural and they
want the cave restored to as close to natural as possible. The
team knew I dido 't expect them to finish the area, but the dent
they would make in the pile would help us gauge how long it
would take to complete the task.
1be week prior to the restoration weekend, Juventino Grenados

and Bill Sawyer of the Caverns built a large bucket-raising
system, similar to the one I described to them that Pete
Strickland built for recent work on the Powell's Cave entrance.
In their style haul-system, two buckets were loaded side-by-side
on a shelf that rode inside a 6-m-long, near-vertical box. A
rope ran up the box, through two pulleys, and to the top of a
harness worn by Ted Lee. Ted worked all afternoon as "mule".
He'd climb down the ladder and his weight pulled the shelf and
buckets up to be unloaded. Empty buckets replaced full
ones, and Ted climbed back up the ladder (continued next page)
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CAVE PEARLS by Val Hildreth-Werker
to lower them to the diggers below. Getting the buckets up the
pit was slow, so they were completely filled to raise as much
debris as possible per pull. At the top they were half-emptied
inlo waiting effiJXY buckets so they could more easily be passed
out of the cave. This change in technique, coupled with the
shift in work area from the Hilton Room to the Devil's Pit
soaked up cavers. No one could be spared from the haul line,
so parts of the line became severely understaffed until the
cavers below could be redistributed.
As the day wore on, caver muscles began to tire and wear out.

When 4 :30p.m. arrived, the digging stopped, the last of the
buckets were passed out, followed by digging tools , lights,
litters, and a small team sweeping the trail clean back to the
entrance. By 5 p.m. we were all out. The owners were
stunned by the work accomplished. The Hilton Room looked
wonderful. But those who had never expected to see the floor
of the Devil's Pit again beheld a 1-m-diamete r section of
smooth, rock-free, natural dirt floor. The far bigger than
expected "dent" give.~ hope to finjsh cleaning the Devil's Pit in
the projects to come . Estimates flew about how much total
rubble we lvmled out of the cave. The next morning the dump
tmck drivers weighed it at about 20 tons!
With the work done it was time for what eve ryone was waiting
for, the traditional Sonora project feast prepared by
championship cowboy cook Wayne Sawye r and his world-class
compadre.~ Bnmt Gagneaux and Dale Tankersly . Since the
prjec t was moved closer to TIUU1ksgiving this year, the main
course was deep fried turkey. TI1e chefs fry them whole, with
a nVI.gic recipe that keeps out the grease, and produces a crispy

coating. Other marvdous dishes included vegetables,vermicelli
and sauce, and peach cobbler with home-made ice cream.
After supper we waddled to the Visitor Center and divided into
three groups. One group went into the cave for tripod-based
photography while another group entered for hand-held photos .
The third group stayed put to watch slides of the previous
year's restoration projects at Sonora and of caves in China.
As we watched slides or photographed underground, the hard
luck from earlier in the day arose again, this time in the form
of rain. However, in keeping with the earlier pattern, it waited
until after our outdoor meal was complete and the chefs had
cleaned up. The storm did drench some caver's tents and
sleeping bags, but again there were no disasters since th
Caverns' staff and some cavers had extra (and dry) blankets Ill)('
sleeping bags to offer.

1be gloom of the previous day was gone Sunday morning. A
about 9 a.m., I led 26 cavers on a 3.5 hour long stroll along tht
cave's trails. We discussed the cave's history, exploration
development, geology, and anytl1ing else that came to mind. A·
usual, those who had never been in the pretty parts of the cav<
before (this year's restoration work was in the undecorat
section) were stunned by the incredible beauty. As usual, man
voted to see the cave again -- including work on futu r
restoration projects.
The next trip will be in October or November of 1995. Loo
for the announcement beginrung in August in the TSA Activiti
Newsletter.
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1994 Restoration Crew:
Cavers·

Tony Abernathy, Doug Allen, Barl>e Barker, Bill Bentley,
Bill Brooks, Dan Brown, Chris Burnett, Rune Burnett, Scott
Caffee, Melissa and Mike Cicherski, Pat Copeland, Steve
Dalton, David, David Carl, and Joann DeLuna, Marcus
Dixson, Katie Edwards, Alma Embrey, Kevin Ferguson, Joe
Golibart, Beatriz Gomez, Chris Hall, Dan Hogenauer, Tom
Kaler, Dottie Kern, Michael Knott, Jerry and Ted Lee, Kim
Maloy, Dave McClung, Dan Oughton, Libby Overholt,
Cynthia Perez, Carl Ponebshek, Troy Shelton, Susan Souby,
Jennifer Townsdin, Christina Vail, Wendy van der Pol,
Eddie Vogt, David Williams, Joel and Vickie Williams, Pam
Oczkowski Woods, Spencer Woods, Gary Worden, and
Eddie Yonemoto.
Sonora Staff:

Monica Lujan, Ed and Seco Mayfield, Louise More, Bill
Sawyer, Brenda Solis, Christie Talley, and Javier Weingart.
~

CART
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CAVER-POWERED ELEVATOR IN THE DEVIL'S PIT

VANDALISM AT CAVE WITHOUT A NAME
~y

George Yni

UPDATE
The September 1993 Texas Caver carried my report on vandals

who entered Cave Without A Name and damaged some
speleothems in early February 1993. Since that time the
vandals (11 juveniles and 5 adults) have been caught and
prosecuted. One adult, allegedly wanted for other criminal
offenses, has apparently skipped town and has not yet been
caught. The 16 prosecuted individuals were all required to
perform varying amounts of community service as restitution.
One apologetic teenager wanted to help the owners and the
cave. Understandably, the owners didn't want anything to do
with him.
1l1e original lead on the vandals came from a student at Boerne
High School. I had asked the principal to announce the NSS
reward for anyone coming forward with information that led to
a successful prosecution. When I learned of the prosecutions
I as ked the principal for the name of the student, but she had
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graduated and the principal couldn't remember her name. As
it turns out, the student had already received her "reward."
She was one of the vandals and traded her testimony for nonprosecution.
On a sad note in this update, Joleen Ebell, the cave's owner,
passed away at the age of 80 on 29 September 1994 following
an extended illness. Her husband Eugene continues to operate
the cave, despite false rumors that the cave is closed and so
badly damaged that it's not worth seeing.

Cave Without A Name is still a very beautiful cave. Most of
the damage has been repaired, and the rest is barely noticeable.
However, Mr. Ebell is elderly and may not be able to give
tours much longer. A trip with him is as much of a treat as
seeing his magnificent cave. Be sure you visit him and his cave
t6
soon.
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JIM WERKER REPAIRS A VANDALIZED
STALACTITE TN CAVE WITHOUT A NAME

E UGENE EBELL AND JIM WERKER DISCUSS FORMATION
REPAIR IN THE VISITOR CENTER OF CAVE WITHOUT A NAME.
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PIECES OF VANDALIZED DRAPERY BECAME A JIGSAW PUZZLE CAVE-IN-A-KIT ON THE PORCH OF
CAVE WITHOUT A NAME. THREE HUNDRED
PIECES LATER, THE DRAPERY WAS REPAIRED.

TECHNIQUES ARE DISPLAYED FOR
SUPPORTING REPAIRED FORMATIONS
WHILE SPECIAL CAVE-SAFE EPOXIES
TAKE TIME TO DRY.

photos by

VAL
HILDRETHWERKER

JIM WERKER REPAIRS A STALAGMITE
ON THE TOURIST STAIRWAY THAT WAS
BATTED DOWN BY VANDALS .
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GENERAL NEWS

DEVIL'S SINKHOLE OPEN TO
CAVERS ON A LIMITED BASIS
CAYERS AND TEXAS PARKS B. WILDLIFE
COOPERATE ON ANOTHER PROJECT
~y

Gil E4iger

In preparation for the 1994 NSS Convention in Brackettville,
negotiations were entered into between representatives of the
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department and experienced cavers
who remember the Devil's Sinkhole as one of the prime
expedition and vertical training caves in the country. It wasn't
much as a cave, but as a specialized recreational facility, it was
a hell of a resource. The previous owner, Mr. Clarence
Whitworth, was always willing to let cavers in so long as they
signed a release. He would often visit us around the entrance
and tell stories of the guano mining days and of the thousands
of cavers whom he'd hosted at the famous pit.

The Devil's
Sinkhole it
a clauic of
American
Caving
literature.
During the
1964

Convention
over 300
cavers were
lowered and
hauled
out ...

The Devil's Sinkhole is a classic of
American Caving literature and therefore of
great interest to out-of-state cavers. At the
two previous NSS Conventions held in
Texas, field trips to the pit were among the
highlights of the convention. During the
1964 Convention over 300 cavers were
lowered and hauled out using a parachute
harness and car. Single Rope Technique
was in its infancy then so very few cavers
were proficient enough to rappell and
prusick. By the 1978 Convention nearly all
cavers had learned the art of vertical rope
work and the parachute harness had been
relegated to the floor of the equipment
room. The pit bosses supervised well over
200 cavers of all skill levels as they entered
and exited the cave in the two day, post
convention field trip.

But soon after that Mr Whitworth died and
the Devil's Sinkhole and the land around it
were ~rchased by the Texas Parks & Wildlife Department for a State Natural Area.
For nearly 15 years the pit was virtually
closed to cavers as TP&W studied the resource and developed
a management plan. Cavers aided in several studies and
worked closely with the Department over the years.

Finally, as the 1994 Convention approached, Runi Burnett and
Ron Ralph, both cavers and, coincidentally, Regional Resource
Specialists for TP&WD, began getting pressure from some of
\IS to explain the channels and to explore the possibilities of getting us pennission to visit the cave. During the winter I met
with David Stuart, MIUU\ger of Kickapoo Caverns and Devil's
Sinkhole State Natural Areas. A week or so later I met with
Clay Brewer, Resource Specialist for the Region which includes
the Devil's Sinkhole and Kickapoo Caverns properties. They

had been under pressure from superiors, local interests,
conservationists, hunters, cavers, and other groups to develop
many different kinds of use plans for the land and pit. But,
both had to admit that they knew very little about the resource
that they were mandated to manage. I offered them the
opportunity to visit the Sinkhole and see first hand exactly what
the cave did and didn't offer. Like any good manager, they
jwnped at the chance. Along with Runi and Ron, we arranged
to have a familiarization and training session for selected cavers
and TP&WD personnel later in the spring. How it all went
would determine if we had permission to use the cave during
·
the NSS Convention.

On the appoided day a half-dozen high clearance vehicles stood
waiting at the gate. An hour or so later we were at the lip of
the pit, staring down into the stench, some for the first time in
their lives, others for the first time in over 15 years. It was still
the Devil' s Sinkhole!

I parked my truck near the entrance and we rigged a couple of
caving ropes to the bumper and lowered the ends to the pit
floor, padded the ledge, and got out the hard hats and vertical
gear. Inquisitive people gathered around. Some were eager;
others apprehensive.
I had asked Alex Villagomez, owner of Los Gatos, a supplier
of caving equipment, to bring along some training gear and help
rig these neophytes for rappell and prusick. During the course
of the day, using conventional SRT, we put into the cave
several cavers as trainers and guides, several guests of both
cavers and the Department, and all of the Department personnel
who had any direct management responsibility for the resource.
Wearing lamps and hardhats everyone had a chance to explore
and evaluate the more obvious characteristics at the bottom.
Both David Stuart and Clay Brewer, along with then acting
Regional Director Roy Inks, had a good opportunity to see what
they were in charge of. I knew we had it won when, upon
exiting the pit, one of the trio was heard to exclaim, "I don't
know what the big fuss in the Department is all about; there's
nothing down there but rocks and bat guano!" "But there's a
damn lot of that!" said another. And they all nodded in
agreement.

We parleyed behind the truck and agreed on a few ground
rules, much abbreviated from our ftrst meetings, and said our
thank yous and goodbyes, while Alex rappelled the 140 feet into
and climbed out of the pit for the 8th time that day, a
cumulative distance greater than the drop at Golondrinas . We
derigged the pit, loaded the trucks, cleaned up the area, and
headed home. It had been a good day at the Devil's Sinkhole.
On two days during the NSS Convention we had field trips to
the Devil's Sinkhole. Each day about 150 cavers were able I
enjoy the cave, along with a few local residents. The pit was
once again doing what it does best--providing training an
recreation for cavers, and being a dormitory for thousands of
bats, each group perfectly content with the other. Th
representatives of the Texas Parks & Wildlife Department who
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were on band seemed to be impressed with the responsible,
though seemingly disorganized, manner of the cavers. There
was no horsing around the pit. Cavers got on their bellies to
look in. Cavers used safety ropes while working at the top.
There were no mishaps nor near misses. Everything worked in
a more or less orderly manner without anybody really having
to give orders or be in charge--a characteristic of people who
know what they are doing. The pit bosses just kept an eye on
things and answered questions. A couple of cavers hauled out
some garbage left over from the guano mining days and one
even prusicked with an old, muddy tire slung below him while
local news media videotaped the incident. We were invited
back--there's still a lot to be done.
As with the other cooperative projects between the TSA and
TP&WD, this shows the importance of face to face discussions
and interactions within the caves. We want those tasked with
managing resources to know and understand what it is they
control. We are here to help them do that. They want to know
that we are competent, cooperative, and not a threat--to the
resource, to the Department, or to their jobs. I believe that in
all of our projects on TP&WD lands we have shown a
reasonably high degree of professionalism--considering that we
are just hobbyists and volunteers. We have shown them that we
are responsible--both to ourselves, our associates, their
personnel, their parks, their rules, their caves, and their other
resources. '!bough most of us are extremely weird, we are not
destructive or abusive. We have, and promote in others, a high
conservation ethic, and we obey the rules, insofar as not doing
so would cause disharmony. Reluctant and unsure at first, the
managers at TP&WD have come to view us as reliable, fairly
predictable, non-trouble making, weird members of the public.
Access to caves and caving areas controlled by them is our
reward. Continued cooperation and good behavior is the key
to access to other caves and areas in the future. TP&WD owns
more caves than any other state agency except Univ. of Texas.
The Devil's Sinkhole can be accessible now a couple of times
a year thanks to the efforts of the TSA and its members. You
can do what you can to help by encouraging others to cave
cooperatively and to join the TSA and the NSS. If a Texas
caver isn't a TSA member, they aren't part of the cooperation.
It is important that we work and play together if we are to continue having successes like the Devil's Sinkhole. Watch the
TSA Activities Newsletter for news of upcoming trips and
projects. Read The TEXAS CAVER for cave reports and
~
articles. See you underground!

TUTTLE AND BAT
CONSERVATION INTERNATIONAL
VISIT TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY
~V

Jamu Cokendolpher

Dr. Merlin Tuttle, presented a program at the Texas Tech
Museum on 26 February to mark the opening of a bat
photography exhibit. Dr. Tuttle's program included many
excellent slides of bats from throughout the world and heavily
emphasized the need for conservation and the efforts of Bat
Conservation International. His program was well rehearsed
and intrigued the audience. His plan to include the youngsters
(the next generation of conservationists) was evident as "oos,
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ahs, and giggles" were abundant coming from the kids.
Countless others will understand bats a little better after
viewing the exlllbit.
The program contained several important messages for Texas
cavers. We can be proud to know the home of Bat
Conservation International (BCI) is Austin. Texas is home to
some of the largest concentrations of bats and our efforts to
preserve them is paying off. Bats are abundant in the state and
Lubbock is home to a couple of species. Bat houses can help
our furry friends while providing residential insect control.
Plans for building bat houses are available upon request from
BCI. Another important point made during the program was
that over-wintering bats can lose up to two months worth of
stored food by being awakened by cavers. Leave hibernating
bats alone!
For those not able to visit the Texas Tech Museum, you can see
some of Dr. Tuttle's photography in an upcoming article
covering bats of the world (August 1995 issue of National
Geographic). For further information and membership contact:
Bat Conservation International, P.O. Box 162603, Austin,
~
Texas 78716, phone 512-327-9721.

BAT PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBIT SOARS
INTO TEXAS TECH
MUSEUM
~y

Amy Osmuhki

The University Daily,

March 1, 1995
The Texas Tech Museum has gone batty, and they
had the pictures to prove it. "A Celebration of
Bats: Photography by Merlin Tuttle" was on display
at the ImlSeUIIl. "This exlubit came to Tech because the
museum has collections related to biological sciences,"
said David Dean, associate director of operations and
programs for the Texas Tech Museum. "Texas Tech also has
bat-related material and research."
The exlllbit contained 40 photographs of a variety of bats in
different settings. The photographs depict different phases of
the bats'life, including hibernation, maternity and food habits.
"Dr. Tuttle has done remarkable work in the research,
education and conservation of bats," said Robert Benson, public
information officer for Bat Conservation International. "His
photography technique is very elaborate. He's a perfectionist."
Tuttle became interested in bats at a very young age, when he
discovered a clan of gray bats in a cave near his house in
Tennessee. "He began doing research when he was nine and
read everything he could get his hands on about gray bats,"
Benson said. "He became fascinated with all animals, but
especially bats."
The exlllbit, which was organized by the Bell Museum of
Natural History in Minneapolis, contains photographs of bats
from Panama to Florida. "Dr. Tuttle travels everywhere to fwd
the perfect setting," Benson said. "He not
(coni. next page)
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only travels to remote areas but constructs artificial settings
with natural elements ." Tuttle, who uses lenses ranging from
wide-angle to telephoto, works with custom-made equipment.
Tuttle received a bachelor' s degree in zoology at Andrews
University in Michigan. He received his master's degree in
systematics and ecology and his doctoral degree in 1974 in
ecology and evolution from the University of Kansas. From
1975 to 1985 , he was curator of mammals at the Milwaukee
Public
Museum
and associate professor of
of Wisconsin.
His photographs have
University
number of magazines , including National Ueog 1rap~
Wildlife, Smithsonian and International

focus allowing more movement of the focusing ring. The ease
or difficulty in focusing a particular lens is also related to the
image height in the viewfinder. A wide angle lens produces a
very small image, making changes in focus even more difficult
to detect, where a telephoto lens has a larger image making
focus changes much easier to see. Since wide angle lenses are
used in cave photography, the depth of focus, smaller image in
the viewfinder, darkness reducing the light reaching the eye,
focusing through glasses, and poor vision, are factors making

;~:::::::
.::.!!!~~£::;;~;·!iS~JyLou: might have thought.
~
of field scale inscribed on the lens,
.
set off-stops on each side of the
::: depth of field changes with the focal
...·.
, you can easily see how the depth
aperture on the lens, such as f8, on
focusing ring until the infinity mark
find the second f8, and read the near
'""'VTnmo between this near distance of 15
focus at f8. Now switch to a 28mm

A s Tuttle traveled the world studying
concerned about their steep decline. He
Conservation International in 1982, which i.,s,e~:@i.fiJ[:ij:fljr~@
Benson said society does not realize how b<
because of the myths and superstitions surTotJOOI111~U~

dispens~:~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~

eat a variety
of. nocturnal
and realize
areas,"
he said
"People insects
just don't
becau se of their negative stereotype." Many
trouble of endangerment, including bats, Benson
six percent of the 43 North American bat species are
endangered or a candidate for the list."
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Depth of field,_
parts of focus· ""'······""···•• ~·~- ~~w~~~~~-~ §[-_jg.j:p§I~M~-i~~f,~Jl'~~JM~~::,
photograph.
a zone in front
tile dec line of
field. The
SUbject Ul•'> llUI \..0 .
for any given
wllere tile subject is • y a few
inch. : .
of fi eld at f22
the defXh of field for each aperture also increases , and it is also'
dependent on the focal length of each lens . The shorter focal
length lenses, such as the wide angle lenses , provide the best
de(Xh of field , wllere tile longer focal length lenses , or telephoto
lenses, have very short depth of field.

f8 opposite the infmity mark, and
· distance of 5 feet. A 100mm lens will
field from 50 feet to infinity at f8

decide on the
.' using a 50mm
··· the depth of
""'' "'~'v.yv you a total of
the footage
ly see
will be in

is cine

Depth of focus is often confused with depth of field, but 11 IS a
completely different concept . When an object is in focus, there
is one position woore tile image is sharpest. The sharpness falls
off as the lens focusing ring is moved forward or backwards,
and the re is a zone where the focusing movement cannot be
dtltected by tile eye. nus zone of latitude is the depth of focus .
The wide angle lenses have a very small depth of focus, and
require very little movement of the focusing ring to bring an
object into focus, where a telephoto lens has a greater depth of
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When photographs are made of large rooms, many
photographers make the mistake of setting the focus at infmity ,
but in doing this, you lose a lot of depth of field. To
understand the problem, a 50mm lens focused at infmity will
have a deJXh of field of 30 feet to infmity, at f8. Everything in
the view finder closer than 30 feet will be out of focus. By
setting infinity at f8, the depth of field changes to 18 feet to
infinity. Now everything from 18 feet to infmity will be in
focus, and you have gained a lot more depth of field. When
you set the infinity mark opposite the f-stop, the image in the
viewfinder will appear to be slightly out of focus, but will come
into focus when the lens stops down during the photograph.
The de¢! of field can also be increased by using the hyperfocal
distance. When the lens is focused for infmity, the point of
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near focus is known as the hyperfocal distance. If the
hyperfocal distance is focused upon, the nearest point of focus
is half the hyperfocal distance. Everything in the scene will
now be in focus from half the hyperfocal distance to infinity.
With a 50mm lens set at infinity, the close focus distance
changes with each f-stop. At 5.6, the hyperfocal distance is 30
·feet. Now set the focus to 15 feet, half the hyperfocal distance
and notice how this increases the depth of field. With the lens
focused at 15 feet, everything will now be in focus from 12 feet
to infinity. When using the hyperfocal distance,
withn the viewfinder will appear out of focus,
confusing. The resulting photograph will have
of field, but no point in the picture will be ""'-tAt'n
though everything will be in focus . The
should only be used when there is no other
photograph.

distance and figure the exposure. Then set this distance on the
Ieos. The f-stop will determine the zone offocus. All long as
your subject is within this zone, everything will be in focus.
Suppose you are using a 50mm lens focused to 12 feet with an
aperture of fl1; the zone of focus will be 8 to 15 feet. A caver
10 to 13 feet from the camera will be in good focus.
All yru can see, focus is more than turning the lens to bring the
subject in the viewfinder to sharpness. Knowing how depth of

e~~~~~·:·:::~;:::!!~l~~~

~

, hyperfocal distance, focal length,
all effect focus will enable you to
like what you envisioned.
~

, 8 ,~,:='8 ,~,I~, 8 l LIGHT EXPOSURE

It is also possible to set the focus without
through the lens, except to frame the scene, by
of field scale. This is very helpful in .. u,....,.Jw)l;
long passage. With the camera set on a tripod,
scene in the viewfinder. Next, detennine the
· :
exposure and position the near and far points o( ..
between the two aperture marks on the depth of field scale.

CHNIQUE
Ja11111 Juak

poi~:r::J~J~~:~'·:·:;,:!: :!:~t~

Everything will now be in focus between these two
example: the camera is positioned on a tripod ·
side of an 80 foot
One caver is "";'•"''AAI'"'
frona the camera,
passage some 40
the 50mm ~~~·"'''''" 4"""·'·;
feet to
picture.

the

cmnes to
a35mm
on 6x6 em is
lens on 4x5
needed to co1..et "ltlii:l
nonnallens

best exposure: (G=AD).
When using a larger format camera, it is necessary to be very
careful about the depth of field on every photograph. The
problems of accurate control of the depth of field and focus are
even more difficult for cavers using the new autofocus camera
as the Enanufactures chose not to include a depth of field scale
on any of the lenses. There is no way to predetennine the
depth of field on any of the new lenses.
In conditions where focus is difficult, the depth of field will
allow you to zone focus the lens . In very wet cave, focus may
be impossible as you need to simply point and shoot as fast as
possible. In impossible situations take the average shooting
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The most common use of GAD is to compute the aperture. For
example, a photo is being made of a caver crawling through a
small opening. The camera is focused for five feet. The
exposure is based on A=G/D, with a guide number of 80.
Then, aperture= A =GD=80/5= 16. The lens is set at f16 for
the exposure.
The guide number can also be used to find the flash distance
when a aperture of f22 is chosen for the best depth of field .
Suppose the camera is positioned two feet from a small group
of formations. The flash distance for this picture is found by
D=G/A=80/22=3.6 feet.
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Photographs of huge rooms are a favorite of every caver, and
lmowing how to determine the exposure for such an undertaking
is very important for the overall success of the photograph. As
cavers in different parts of the room set off flashes for the
exposure, they must do so in such a manner as to balance each
flash, preventing umer or over exposure in various parts of the
picture. The aperture, A, is determined from, A=G/D. The
idea is to have each person stand the same distance from a wall,
formation, boulder or another person. After setting up the
exposure, a distance of 35 feet is common for each c¥~~:~~!l!~!.:
a flash. Suppose the guide number is 100. U
\
100/35 = 2 .8. The lens is set to f2.8 . This
will provide the same exposure.

aperture, eig}I flashe6 for the fourth aperture, and so on. If the
exposure at f2 requires on flash at 50 feet, then you can use
f2.8 with a second flash, but if you go to f8, you will need 16
flashe6 for the exposure at 50 feet. Using this method, you can
<pllcldy calculate the Il.liDher of flashes by using the single flash
as the starting point. Then count the number off-stop changes
as 1,3,4 ... etc. to indicate the number of flashes. In the above
example, the guide number was 100 with a flash distance of 200
feet. Using A=G/D = 200/100 = f2. You want to use f5 .6

. !!!!i~(,il:ll~~§l!i~

Since flash distances are often longer for room
apertures are needed to gather as much
lf 1)~~s~W,~~}:•[f
Suppose the chosen aperture is fl.4, the

am~~enu:;::;:m:tw~·~~f;rs
mined from D = G/A. By using the s....
the exposure, the final results will be a n
lighting . There will be no burned out walls
underexposure . To prevent a ghost inlage of .. ..·.. ·.·..·..
a mull iple flash picture, be sure the distance · •. ,,, .,
person is greater than the flash distance used for the
exposure. This will prevent the flash from overlapping

The number of flashes to chance for f2
two flashes for f2.8, four flashes for

a group of formations are to be
all in sharp focus. The camera is
from the formations for the best
has been focused for the near and
to provide the correct depth of field.

lot:•Y:::::!tuc:>

k1SUIT,

•~~~~~~~jii~E~

is then set
determined
D =the
G/close
A =
camera
at fifteenby
feet,
not allow even illumination for the

distance between two people causing one person\~to~~;:L~~=J ::-,:::: : ·~~:tl!r~f;~• l
Even though the can1era will be set at very long d
the flash, FAD i~ used to determine the basic "'"lJV"'"'
tl1en be the option oft~.~ through P.YrV'.n·"'"''"'
adjust the exposure for
other
affect the exposure. ······
·.·•···•·:·.·.· ·.·.·=·•·:·.·.

f2. The total

~ ~J be •1·· ,(~i1<1.li.~\(]sl · Q,S~

the square
Suppose a large r6Jin
= I(A,f +
poss ible to use regtilar multiple .
1(4f + 1(2i
cavers set off flashes as they Walk
:@~b~in€xl illtietfi:it~: fi
the exposure
1 for a joint
fo r this exan1ple is 100, tlie fulsli ' ............ :.... :: ... .
~lj : UpA~¢~ijJ>e combined to
. .,..,." '''''·'·"
aperture is f2.. Using the expression: n ~ (A
200)1100) )2 =r (400/IOOj . = (4) ¥, ~ ;
open, eight flashes are set off one after another to
of using a
the entire room. This method actually does work,
may result in
produces very flat lighting with
shiidows . ''.:: 1-.=:== =;;;;·=.=.:-..:;:;v=======:,:,:,:,:,:::;;;:=:=;;.,,,,~
: Do not mix
electronic strobe with flashbulbs as the color balance of the two
recommended to use people for scale in tlus type of flash
types of light differ by a large amount causing a color shift that
picture, as it is impossible for anyone to stand perfectly still for
may not be acceptable.
any given length of time. 1l1e person will be slightly out of
Since scale is very
focus and will min the photograph.
impo rtant, a person can be added to the picture after the
When the lens is focused for distances greater than three feet ,
rnultiple flashes. A person hidden behind a formation or
GAD can be used to determine the exposure with greater
boulder can step out in the picture area and set off a single
accuracy, but when the lens is used for macro photography,
flash. This will add scale and depth to a flat lighted scene.
GAD cannot be used without an adjustment known as the
bellows factor. Even though you may not be using bellows, the
The number of flashes for any photograph can be determined
bellows factor is present any time the lens is used for close
quickly by using tl1e aperture scale as a guide. The basic guide
focus. Extension tubes, bellows, or macro lenses are th
numbe r expression G = AD, is based on a single flash . The
common types of equipment used for extreme close-up
munt"ltlr of flashes for any exposure follows the inverse square
photography, and they all add extension. This added extension
law ( 1,2,3, 8 , 16 ... . n\ One flash for the basic exposure, two
combined with the focal length of the lens produces what i::
fla shes for the second aperture, four flashes for the third
known as magnification, M, and is equal to the extension, d

Wl"len

no
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divided by the focal length of the lens, F, or M = d/F. When
25mm of extension are added to a 50mm lens, the magnification
= M = d/F = 25/50 = 0.5. At this magnification, an image
that is one inch long will be one-half inch long on the film, and
is usually referred to as a magnification of 1 to 2, and is written
as 1:2. If 50mm of extension are used with a 50mm lens, the
· magnification will be 50/50 or 1. In this case, an object one
inch long will be one inch long on the film giving a 1 to 1 ratio,
or 1: 1.
The magnification is now used to determine the
exposure factor, Ef, and is equal to magnification plus one, (M
+ 1). Thus a magnification of 1 has an exposure factor of 2.
Ef = (M + 1) = (1 + 1) = 2. As the lens is moved farther
away from the camera body, the aperture appears to get
smaller. If you hold a circular object in front of your eye, this
object will appear to get smaller as you move it farther from
your eye, and this is how added extension between the lens and
camera body effects the size of the aperture. This change in the
size of the f-stop is known as the effective aperture, Ea, and is
equal to the exposure factor, Ef, times the aperture, A, or Ea
= Ef x A. This means an aperture of f16 with a magnification
of 1, will appear to be f32. (Ea = (M + a) x A= (1 + 1) x
16 = 2 x 16 = 32). When 50mm of extension are added to a
50mm lens, the magnification will change the exposure by a
factor of 2. If the adjustment is not made, the picture will be
greatly underexposed.
In macro, or close-up, photography, the lens is moved very
close to the subject causing a loss of depth of field. To
maintain the best depth of field ·and overall sharpness, it is
necessary to use the smallest aperture on the lens. For example,
a macro lens focused for a 1: 1 magnification at f22 has a one
inch depth of field. Since you are starting with a known
aperture, the flash distance, D = G/ A. Instead of using the
actual f-stop on the lens, substitute the effective aperture in the
formula to find the corrected flash distance, D = G/Ef. By
using a known aperture, the effective aperture will allow you to
determine how much closer to hold the flash to compensate for
the bellows factor. Suppose a small formation is to be
photographed using a macro lens focused to a 1:1
magnification. The aperture is set to f22 for the best possible
depth of field. Using a guide number of 80, the flash distance
at f22 is 3. 3 feet. Since the magnification is 1, the effective
aperture is now f44 instead of f22. By using f44 in the formula,
D = G/Ea = 80/44 = 1.1 feet. The flash is now moved in to
1.1 feet instead of 3.3 feet.

Normal and wide angle lenses use a positive lens, making the
rear aperture appear larger than the front aperture for any given
f-stop. A telephoto lens uses a negative lens to refocus the
light, creating a smaller looking aperture. This change in
aperture size will effect the exposure for close-up pictures and
must be taken into account for critical exposures.
The size of the pupil can be determined by measuring the size
of the opening of any f-stop from the front of the lens and the
back of the lens. Remove the lens from the camera body, set
any aperture on the lens, and hold the lever on the back of the
lens so it will remain stopped down. Position a ruler over the
lens and measure the lens opening of the front and back
apertures. The pupil diameter of the back is divided by the
front to give the pupillary factor. The pupillary factor will
usually not effect the exposure more than a half stop, but this
half stop can mean the difference between a good or bad
transparency. The pupillary factor is used to adjust the
magnification by dividing the pupillary factor into the
magnification. The exposure factor, Ef, is now, (M/P + 1).
Unless wide angle or telephoto lenses are used for close-up
photography, the pupillary factor can be disregarded. When a
normal 50mm lens is used with extension tubes, it will have a
slight pupillary factor effecting the exposure less then a half
stop. The amount of exposure correction can be determined
mathematically or through trial and error.
These methods of calculating flash exposure actually work, and
they are only possible because of the absolute darkness found
underground. The shutter can then be left open for extended
periods of time without any unwanted exposure. The guide
mmber is then used to calculate the correct amount of light for
h
the most complex exposures.

This method will provide perfectly exposed pictures with a
macro lens, but when other lenses are used for close-up
photography, the pupillary factor must be taken into account.
All macro lenses are designed to be symmetrical. This means
the lens is designed with a same number of lenses in front of
aiXl behind the aperture. Hold the macro lens in you hand and
manually stop the lens down to any f-stop. Look at the size of
the aperture from the front of the lens, then turn the lens over
and compare it to the size of the opening from the back side.
Notice the size of the openings are identical. In this case the
pupillary factor is one, and had no effect on the exposure. In
all other lenses, the diameter of the aperture appears to be
different when viewed from the back side of the lens. This is
due to the way all lenses are manufactured. The distance from
the fihn plane to the lens mount is a fixed dimension. The focal
length of each lens must be adjusted by the rear element to
refocus the image to allow for interchangeable lenses. This is
accomplished by using plus or minus lens as the rear element.
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CAVERNS OF SONORA
RE-CREATION OF ORICINAL ENTRANCE
~y No~le

Stidham

Spring 1995

problem. .&ter Juventino Granados. What nature took eons to
do with rain and natural erosion Juventino did with a 1 lb.
hammer, a chisel, and three hours. Juventino Granados is a
Caverns of Sonora employee and while he does lots of stuff at
the Caverns, rock work is his specialty.

THE ORIGINAL ENTRANCE
The Caverns of Sonora is not difficult to find. It is located
approximately seven miles west of Sonora and south of 1-10.
There are road signs pointing the way. The entrance is also
easy to fmd. Get to the parking lot, go inside the Visitor
Center, ~rchase a ticket, and follow a guide outside and down
a walk to the entrance. Go through the airlock door and down
the stairs and you will be in the passage leading into the cave.
Things were not always that simple and the employees of the
Cavern wanted to show you how it really was . Thus the idea
of the re-c reation of the original entrance was born.
"A small hole in a slab of rock". That describes the original
entrance. There are many stories of how The Caverns of
Sonora were discovered . The one I heard was that a rancher's
dog followed a raccoon down the small hole. It was a small
hole in a large slab of table rock exposed in the natural rocky
topsoil of the area. Some brave unknown soul first entered the
cavern and the cave became known to the local people. Word
of mouth slowly spread the news; a cave could be entered by
going through the hole.

Nothing was done to enhance the entrance until sometime
between 1926 and 1930 when local people enlarged the opening
slightly by chipping out a little of the stone to aid in entering the
cave. Around 1955 cavers from the Dallas and Abilene area
entered the cave and crossed the pit area and located seven
miles of decorated cave. The first photographs were made of
the entrance during this time. In 1960 the Caverns of Sonora
were recognized as significant caverns. They were developed
by Jack Burch and opened to the public.

Heroically chipping and chiseling rock away, Juventino created
a hole resembling the original entry. This chipping took place
at the field site of the rock. Then the Rock was ready to be
moved.

THE MOVE
If the Egyptians could move cubes of stone weighing tons,
surely the Sonora Gang could move one slab of rock. It had
to be moved one-half a mile to the main entrance. Did they
locate an army helicopter to wench it through the air, or a
moving van, or maybe magic? Nope. They used a good old
West TeXBS trailer and a Ford pickup. (I am not sure about the
Ford part but it enhances the story.)
They unhitched the trailer from the truck and lowered the back
of the trailer to the ground. Then they slowly winched the rock
on to the trailer. Only half of the rock would fit. The rest
stuck out. And the trailer hitch stuck up. A house jack was
placed under the trailer to raise the tail and thus lower the
trailer hitch back on to the ball of the bumper hitch. Yes, it
was a bumper hitch. No, it was not a fifth-wheel. Yes, the
bumper is still on the truck and the truck still runs.
Remember how much the rock was estimated to weigh? Four
thousand-five hundred pounds (4,500 lb). Now the truck bed
was off of the ground. The weight in the back of the trailer was
pulling the bumper up so the back wheels of the truck could
spin but could not get traction. This anomaly was solved by
piling other rocks into the pickup bed along with Sonora
persons. The added weight got the truck's feet solidly on the
ground and they were able to proceed to the main entrance.

THE RE-CREATION- THE PROJECT BEGINS
TI1e goal of the employees was to re-create the original entrance
from stories and the first photographs . The re-creation was to
be placed inside the entrance building near the original entrance
location. TI1e project could have been done artfully with less
effort. You know, a little paper rnache here, a little there.
Maybe a plastic cactus or two . But the Sonora Gang wanted to
re-create with the original ingredients. And that means a rock.
Arx.l we R.re talking large rock. Remember the Gulf War? The
Motl1er of all Wars? Well, this project required the Mother of
all Slabs of Rocks! And it had to be the right type of rock.
The Rock was found on the Gerry Mayfield-Ingham Ranch.
It resembled the strata type rock of the original cave entrance
shown in the earliest photographs . It was also estinlated to
weigh in at about 4,500 lb. It was not going anywhere easily .
Tile Motl~er of all Rock's weight, shape, and distance from the
entrance building had to be dealt with one step at a time. The
first step was to make a hole in tlus large slab of rock.

THE SET-UP
The Rock had to go inside the building.
The pickup and trailer had done their part
but could not help anymore. The "Gang"
had a plan and a Jeep and the Egyptians.
They borrowed from the Pharaohs and
did it their way. The rock was winched
onto a rack made of pipe and then raised
to a vertical position and secured to a
vertical pipe that had been welded to the
.___ _;==:......a....___. rack. The Jeep was used to winch the rock
on to the rack and then the rack with the rock was slowly
inched inside rolling over pipes placed on the ground. Hello,
Pyramid. Same idea.
The rock was then pushed and shoved and levered to its final
position. Two or three people together did this final fitting at
3/4" a push, shove, or groan. The moving of the Rock from
the field site to the entrance building took all of a long day
ending at 10:30 pm.

THE HOLE
The original hole had been chipped and worn out by nature.
This rock had not been subject to much chipping or wearing.
It had no entrance hole. Sonora employees had to solve this
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THE NEW ORIGINAL ENTRANCE
The new original entrance can be seen in the entrance building.
Early exploration scenes and early caving techniques will be
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depicted in this building. The Caverns of Sonora are looking
for caving memorabilia from the early 1900's or something
special from your Grotto to add to their collection and display.
If you have caving gear you are interested in donating to the
Caverns of Sonora call them at 915-387-6507. Your Grotto
will be recognized by an inscnbed brass plate on your donation.

The next time you go to the Caverns of Sonora and go into the
entrance building take the time to enjoy displays and see the recreation. And take a good long look at the Rock. This had to
be a labor of love.
~

WORLD HERITAGE SITE
DESIGNATION
~y Bo~

Crismu

In late 1994, a nomination was submitted to designate Carlsbad
Caverns National Park a World Heritage Site. That nomination
is currently being evaluated by the World Conservation Union
(ICUN) and a decision could come in December, 1995.

Dr. James Thorsell, Senior Advisor on Natural Heritage Sites
for ICUN, spent March 28-30 at Carlsbad Caverns National
Park to become familiar with the park's caves and scientific
values and to review portions of the nomination with the park
staff. Dr. Thorsell, who is from Canada and a former Ranger
at Banff National Park, is stationed at ICUN's headquarters
near Geneva, Switzerland.

The nomination will be presented to the 21 member World
Heritage Committee at a meeting in Paris, France in July and
could be voted on at the committee's December meeting in
Germany.
All of the world Heritage sites are judged under very strict
criteria for international significance, and there is no guarantee
that a site will be accepted just because it is nominated.
However, park Superintendent Frank Deckert and his staff are
guardedly optimistic that the vote in December will be
favorable.
Worldwide, about 14 sites are nominated each
year, with only about half of those accepted. This year, ICUN
will consider 11 nominations worldwide. The U.S . currently
has 17 World Heritage Sites and Carlsbad Caverns National
Park is only the thin1 nomination from the U.S. in the last three
years.
ICUN was founded in 1948 and a total of 140 nations are
parties to the World Heritage Convention which was adopted by
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) in 1972. The U.S . was the first
nation to ratify the convention in 1973. The purpose of the
convention is to protect outstanding natural and cultural areas
that are of such unique value that they should be considered
part of the heritage of all humankind. Some have compared
World Heritage Sites to an international university where
people from many countries can learn from one another at
places singled out because of their universal value.
The 17 World Heritage Sites in the U.S . include:
--Independence Hall
--The Statue of Liberty
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--Monticello and the Univ. of Virginia in Charlottesville, VA
--La Fortaleza and San Juan Historic Site in Puerto Rico
--Wrangell-St. Elias National Park and Preserve (and its
Canadian counterpart, Kluane National Park)
--Yellowstone National Park
--Grand Canyon National Park
--Olympic National Park
--Redwood National Park
--Yosemite National Park
--Mesa Verde National Park
--Chaco National Historical Park
--Cahokia Mounds Site
--Mammoth Cave National Park (in Illinois)
--Great Smoky Mountains National Park
--Everglades National Park and
--Hawaii Volcanos National Park.
Among the 358 sites in 83 other countries are such places as:
--The Great Wall of China
--Stonehenge
--The Great Barrier Reef in Australia
--The Taj Mahal in India
--The Egyptian Pyramids
--The Old City of Jerusalem and its walls
--The Sleeping Buddha in Sir Lanka
--Petra in Jordan and
--Venice, Italy.

LECHUGU ILLA PASSES 80 MILE
MARK: OVER II MILES ADDED IN 1994
~y Bo~

Critmu

A total of 14 exploration and science trips were conducted in
Lechuguilla Cave in Carlsbad Caverns National park in 1994,
adding 11.2 miles to the cave's known length. As 1994 ends
and 1995 begins, the mapped length of Lechuguilla Cave stands
at 80.4 miles.
Less than 10 years ago, in May 1986, when a major exploration
breakthrough occurred, Lechuguilla Cave was thought to be
less than 250 feet long, or not even as long as a football field!
Now it is the third longest cave in the United States, and the
fifth longest cave in the world.
Discovery of a loop closure error in survey records has resulted
in a correction of Lechuguilla Cave's depth, which is now
1 ,566 feet. However, it still remains the deepest limestone
cave in the U.S., and is exceeded in depth only by a lava cave
in Hawaii, which is over 2,000 feet deep. Among the scientific
trips into Lechuguilla Cave in 1994 were visits by a team of
NASA scientists in April, and again in the week of December
11th. The NASA scientists are studying some of the 600
strains of microbes found in the cave for clues to potential life
forms beneath the surface of planet Mars. Other scientists are
studying the cave's microbes for potential medical applications,
including possible treatments for cancer.
National Park Service officials who are responsible for
management and approval of trips into Lechuguilla plan to
approve six trips into the cave in 1995 for exploration, along
with several additional science trips .
~
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TCR '94

Logan McNatt guards his plat e and
vessel while awaiting the big
feed at TC R ' 95.

Pam Lynn and what's left of the
fatted calf at TCR '94.

AMCS Publication Sales. An
unidentified caver looks at books
while Aspen Adams and
Susie Lasco mind the store
in front of Peter Sprouse's
newly resurrected 1953
Power Wagon school bus
turned Speleo Wagon
at TCR '94.
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PHOTO ESSAY

photos by

ERNIE
GARZA
Cavers cooling off in
Flat Creek.

Erin Vreeland fmishes 2nd
in the Beer Chugging Contest.

Kaver Kids: Harness Dummy
Rachel Savvas, Candice Stephens ,
Audry Steel, and Sarah Whitis.
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TCMA EWS

Texas Cave Management Association:
~Y

A Year of Challenges, Opportunities

Jay Jorde"
management. 1be organization owns Whirlpool and Lost Oasis

For Texas Cave Management Association, the state's first caver
organization dedicated to conservation and preservation of
underground resources, 1995 is a year of challenges -- and of
opportunities. It's often said that change is inevitable. And
TCMA has certainly seen change, both within the caving
community and in the env ironment of landowner relations and
governmental regulation . But the changing landscape within
which conservation-minded cavers must work also provides
new horizons. Like any human endeavor, our organization is
adapiing and growing to be successful. And we welcome your
help .

Caves in Travis County and has management contracts for
several others, including Amazing Maze Cave and 0-9 Water
Well in Southwest Texas.
Whirlpool, in the years since its acquisition, has become an
educational resource for the city of Austin and a focal point for
neiglix>rhood and caver cooperation in maintaining the site. A
late April work project for landscaping and other jobs at
preserves for Marigold and Pebblebrook Caves, also managed
by TCMA, was scheduled at this writing. The cave preserves
have been the site of community service by some wayward
youths directed by a court to perform work at the sites.

This year, TCMA is progressing in a number of fronts: contacts
with landowne rs and developers to widen the scope of cave
management through conservation easements or outright
acquisitions; work projects at cave properties; continuing
education efforts through development of newsletters and other
printed publications, or utilization of existing materials on cave
conservation; and negotiations with governmental agencies on
broadening the scope of the organization 's efforts.

For more information and a membership application -- dues are
$25 a year for a lifetime membership in four payments -- please
write the secretary, Carolyn Riegert, at: TCMA, P.O. Box
202853, Austin, TX 78720-2853. Or call Mike Warton, our
executive director and vice president, at (512) 250-0705 days
and 250-8143 evenings. Our treasurer is Bruce Anderson at 504
Kimbrough, Fort Worth, Texas 76108; phone (817) 246-6313.

Since it s founding in 1986, TCMA has helped preserve cave
resources the old-fashioned way -- through acquisition or direct

Thanks in advance for your support.
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TSS NEWS

TEXAS SPELEOLOGICAL SURVEY NEWS
~y

Phototoons
~y

William R. Elliott

Noble Stidham

Recently the TSS was incorporated as a nonprofit corporation
in the State of Texas. Of course, we are still affiliated with the
TSA, NSS, and the Texas Memorial Museum, and those
relationships will not change substantially. The TSS board
currently is refining its policies and bylaws. Basically we hope
to achieve better, more up-to-date cave flies that can be of real
use to serious explorers, conservationists, and scientists.
Sometimes I realize that we may unintentionally give the
impression that the TSS files are full of really neat stuff and that
we have a complete database on Texas caves. Actually,
although our files are pretty well organized, a lot of the material
is old and pathetic! Nevertheless, it is worth preserving and
using.
Do you have old cave surveys, unfinished maps, original ink
drafts of maps, photos, and notes in your personal flies? Are
they taking up space? Please think about contributing them to
the TSS. You probably can even get a tax write-off for your
contribution, which we will acknowledge on TSS letterhead!
T.R. Evans, the first caver to rappell into Sotano de las
Golondrinas, recently offered the TSS his old newsletter files
and memorabilia. We have had other offers of interesting
material and we plan to expand our file capacity soon so we can
store more material. Thanks, T.R.!
By now most grottos have received an announcement about the
TSA Photo Salon, which Susie Lasko is hosting at the TSA
Convention. In connection with that, TSS is launching its new
TSS Photo Archives project. Ernie Garza has volunteered to
bring his custom slide duplicator to the TSA Convention.
Ernie's converted color enlarger has color filtration, which
allows him to fme tune the color balance on the Kodak slide
duplicating film. TSS will pay for the film and processing. We
hope that cavers will bring some of their better slides of Texas
caves. We will make at least two dupes of each slide--one for
archival and one for a "loaner set" that can be loaned out to
grottos. We will catalog the slides and return them the same
weekend. This project will continue for some time.

"OOPS, SORRY .... I THOUGHT THIS WAS
THE BELL TOWER."

For a year or so the Powell's Cave Project has been planning
to stabilize the constantly slumping entrance of Powell's Cave,
which has been dug open several times since the 1950s.
TIW1ks to Jon Cradit we have found a great deal on some 4-ft.
diameter concrete culvert sections. We will get the culverts
free, but it will take about $300 to have them trucked out to
Powell's Cave. The 8-ft. long sections weigh 3.5 tons each.
A crane probably will have to be rented to place the sections,
and strong backs will be needed to place fill around the sections
and grout them together. TSS is willing to front at least part of
the costs of this effort, but we hope that everyone will
contribute money to help pay off the expenses . The concrete
culvert will be long-lasting, and it will provide safer access for
cavers and a good flight path for the bats inhabiting the cave.
h
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GEAR REVIEW

THE INQUISITION
~y

Joe Ivy

This is the first installment of a
column devoted entirely to gear
review, testing and abuse. What's
the point? To find out which
pieces of equipment are worth a **** and
which ones aren't. Obviously, there will be a lot of subjectivity and
opinions, but this should still help out with your equipment
purchasing decisions. If you want to see a particular piece of gear
tested, call or write to the writer of this fine column. Also, if you
feel that I am way out of line with a particular gear review, please
write a rebuttal and we will publish it in this column!
THE PETZL PUMP

POMPE 810

The Petzl Pump was introduced in mid-1994 as an alternative to the
classic Frog system setup. (See diagram) Basically, the Frog system
requires the use of some upper body strength for ascending although
this can be minimized through practicing good frogging technique.
Evidently, enough people complained that Petzl engineers felt
compelled to come up with a way to make the Frog easier on the
cardio-vascular system. With the normal Frog setup, a Croll
ascender is attached to a screwlink at your waist and held upright by
a simple chest harness. A handled ascender is placed above the
Croll on the rope and a cord or webbing footloop runs down to your feet. For safety, a
cow's tail is attached from the handled ascender to the main screwlink. Ascent is
accomplished by sitting down and engaging the Croll, simultaneously pushing the handled
ascerxler up while lifting both legs then rocking forward and standing upright. You then
sit on the Croll and repeat.
With the Pump, the simple footloop is replaced by a footloop with a little, wee pulley
sewn to it. The handled ascender also has a little, wee pulley mounted on the side and
the whole affair is connected via a cord that runs from the top of the Croll up to the
pulley on the ascender, down to the footloop pulley then back up to the bottom of the
handled ascerxler. Sound complicated? Try doing any sort of changeover or other type
of technical vertical ropework with it! What is created is, in effect, a mini-haul system
that lit erally hauls your butt up by the Croll when you push down with your feet. This
does really work and makes ascending much easier.
However, since it is a haul system, for every meter your feet move doing the haul, your
butt only goes up half a meter. The result is that ascending a pit takes twice as long as
it would with the regular Frog. The other major drawback is
the complex ity of the system and ease with which that cord
manages to get nightmarishly tangled in everything. I think
that the Plunp would be a good option for a self-rescue since an
injured caver could achieve their own ascent with assistance
in.~t eMI of being carried/hauled out of a vertical cave. But for
general cav ing use, it is very slow and awkward to use.
llJCre is also the expense. A Petzl handled ascender costs about $45 and

you CIU1 make your own foot loop out of cord or webbing for almost nothing. The Pumr
cost s $82 . If you're into expensive toys, go for it. For those of us on more limited
budgets, practice that good Frog technique.
1:1·
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SAFETY AND RESCUE

CAVE RESCUE
~y

Joe Ivy

March 29, 199S

Last time, we covered what the NCRC is and what a Regional
Coordinator does and other such dry stuff. However, before I
dive into the nuts-and-bolts material , there is a small reality
check that needs to occur. We also covered why it is
imperative for cavers to know some basic self-rescue techniques
for caving way out in the middle of nowhere. But what if you
do most of your caving near civilization?
Let's say you're caving near Austin or San Antonio or any
other Central Texas town that has lots of caves around and
someone in your group gets busted up somehow. What will
you do? Well, we all have our trusty, little Texas Cave Rescue
stickers stuck to the dashboard, right? So, of course, you're
going to the nearest pay phone, call collect and request"Cave
Rescue" just like the sticker says and everything will be okay.
Soon, a special cave rescue team of trained cavers will show up
to take care of the situation. NOT! TEXAS CAVE RESCUE
DOES NOT EXIST! Here is the reality check. The Kreidler
Funeral Home answering service has a list of caver's phone
nwnbers that is supposed to get updated annually. This has not
happened in years. Further, the only reason someone's number
got on the list in the first place is because they volunteered.
This does not mean that they have any training whatsoever. All
it means is that they are willing to help out at a cave rescue.
Now, I am not belittling or ridiculing those on the list--l'm on
that list and have been since long before I took any rescue
training at all. What I am saying is that we tend to treat the
Texas Cave Rescue network as if it were a legitimate rescue
organization when it really is just a list of out-of-date phone
numbers of cavers who may or may not have any rescue
training.
There are other considerations as well. Let's say that your
fellow caver is busted up pretty bad. They're bleeding and it
looks grim. You decide that you can't afford to wait for cave
resc ue to show up so you call 911 to get an ambulance to the
scene to take care of your injured friend. By dialing that
number, you have initiated more than just an ambulance call.
You have initiated the grindings of a bureaucracy that is
des igned to do some very specific things well and cave rescue
is not one of those things.
This bureaucracy also has very specific rules and guidelines
that determine how those specific things are done. If you call
and try to get an ambulance, the operator will ask what the
situation is ar~l when he or she hears that the injured party is in
a cave, they will contact the Fire Department because it is the
Fire Department that usually has legal jurisdiction over
unusual rescue situations.
Once again, this does not mean that the rescuers showing up at
the scene know anything about cave rescue but they are
required by law to try. Unforllmately, if the cave has any tight
spots or a vertical aspect to it, these well-intentioned rescuers
are more likely to make matters worse than better. Now, let's
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say that you happen to have an NCRC-trained and certified
caver there but you called 911 because you needed the backup.
When the firemen show up and begin the rescue, they will
ignore you even if you tell then about your training. These
people have SOP's (standard operating procedures) that they are
required to follow and one of these SOP's is that civilians are
not allowed to participate in a rescue situation, mostly due to
liability concerns, and your training and abilities are not a
factor in the decision to not use you during the rescue effort.
The exception I know of is in the San Antonio area where we
have worked out the necessary protocols to allow NCRCtrained cavers to work with the San Antonio Fire Department
Special Rescue Team. H they receive a 911 call for a cave
rescue, they call us for assistance and vice versa. The SAFD
team members have taken NCRC training and realized that
experienced cavers have a lot to offer in a cave rescue.
On the other hand, cavers who have taken the NCRC courses
have realized that the Emergency Services folks have a lot to
offer as well. Cavers tend to have the idea that just because
they are cavers means that they alone have the requisite abilities
to handle a cave rescue. That's a crock! Agency people (i.e.
fire, police, EMS, etc.) tend to have the attitude that since they
are trained to be rescuers that they alone have the requisite
abilities to handle a cave rescue. This is also a crock! Cave
rescue is by far the most difficult variety of rescue there is
since it combines the worst of every other type of rescue there
is in a very challenging and alien environment. Cave rescue
requires preplanning, preparation and very specific training to
be successful.

Maybe, someday, there will be a genuine Texas Cave Rescue
network that is recognized by the state as a real rescue network.
And maybe, someday, every town and city in Texas that has
caves in its jurisdiction will have a trained special rescue team
that can handle cave rescue and work in cooperation with
trained cavers. Maybe. But until that day comes, you are on
your own as a caver. In the meantime, I'll be cranking out this
cohmm to help disseminate cave rescue techniques and putting
together cave rescue training events for the cavers of Texas. H
you would like to see a certain technique covered in this column
or have a specific situalion you would like to know how to deal
with, send me a post card or Jetter to:

Joe Ivy
NCRC Regional Coordinator
4019 Ramsgate
San Antonio, Texas 78230
Or write to me on e-mail: lpalit@tenet.edu. Unless I receive
some mail, I will start covering some basic first aid and selfrescue techniques next time.
Cave safely.

(An updated phone list just arrived. See next article. Ed.)
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LETTER FROM ALEX VILLAGOMEZ, TSA RESCUE CHAIRMAN
Mareh 29, 199S
To Grottos
and Caving Groups in Texas
Dear Cavers ,
I am senling you the telephone and FAX numbers of those most qualified in the rescue community. Should there be a cave related
acc ident and you need help, do not hesitate to call for assistance.
The first thing to do in case of an accident is call collect to the Kreidler Funeral Home in McAllen, Texas. Mr. Kreidler is a caver
and for many years has provided his telephone number as a means of coordinating personnel for cave rescue. You may also call
collect from Mexico. If, for some reason, you have trouble getting through to Kreidler's, try calling any of the others. You are
bound to connect with at least one of them and from there on a rescue will be organized.

I hope you never have reason to call, but I want you all to know that we are here, ready, and able should you need us.

Cheers and Cave Safely,
Alex Villagomez

CAVE RESCUE COMMUNITY
Cave Rescue Phone:

210 686-0234 or FAX 210 682-8529
McAllen, Texas

Doug Allen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Home

512 476-9031

Don Broussard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Home
Work

512 873-7911
512 838-3056

Gil Ediger . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... .

Home

512 441-0050

Keith Heuss . .. . . .... . . . .... .

Home
Work

512 280-2812
512 385-7131

William Russel . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

Home
Work

512 453-4774
512 462-7856

Pet er Sprouse . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .

Home
Work
FAX

512 873-0256
512 873-0208
512 835-2756

Peter Strickland .. . . . . . .. .... . .

Home

512 258-8384

Mike Warton .. . .... ... ..... .

Home
Work
FAX

512 250-8143
512 250-0705
512 250-0706

Alex Villagomez . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

Home
Work
FAX

210 833-2351
210 833-2351
210 833-2351

Jay Jorden ... . . ... ... . . . . . . .

Home
Work

214 398-9272
800 442-7189

Joe Ivy . . . . .... ..... .. .... .

Home

210 699-1388

Geo rge Veni . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .

Home

210 558-4403
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B\:~~N ilill1
There are no vampire bats in the United
States, but anyone who has caved very
much in Mexico will have seen them, or at
least their yucky droppings. David E.
Brown is not really an expert on vampire bats, except through
library research, but he has written a very readable popular
book on the subject. It covers not only the natural history of
vampire bats, but also their impact on man (and man's attempts
to have an impact on them). He includes interesting material on
the early confusion that caused other New World bats to be
given the genus name V ampyrum, even though their dietary
habits weren't actually sanguinary. The true vampire bats are
in three genera that make up a single family, the most common
species being Desmodus rotwulus. Each genus contains only
one species. I wonder whether the three different genera
reflect, more than anything else, the lust to name a new genus,
rather than merely a new species. Davis also provides
considerable description of the history of vampire legends in
literature and film; the legends of eastern Europe had very little
to do with bats until relatively recently .
Vampire bats are not endangered. In fact, they are thriving on
man's livestock and occasionally on man. It's just as well that
they aren't endangered, because that spares the biologist the
embarrassment of coming up with reasons the pests should be
protected. (Not that biologists embarrass easily. Isn't it fun to
listen to one tell you bats are beneficial because they eat
insects, then in practically the next breath tell you to be careful
how you clean graffiti off cave walls, lest you harm some
insects?) The book describes the damage vampire bats do, the
most serious being giving rabies to livestock and a number of
people each year. Several strategies are used with considerable
success in Latin America to reduce populations of the bats.
Fortunately, most official efforts are no longer the sort that
result in killing all sorts of bats indiscriminately, although
peasants often still don't recognize that not all bats are
vampires . Given the spread of ranching, though, it is likely
that the range of vampire bats is actually increasing.
Fortunately for us, vampires neither migrate nor hibernate, and
their intolerance for cold weather makes it unlikely that they'll
ever invade much of the United States. Interesting they may
be, but that doesn't mean I want to share my blood with them.
b

~§S~~Wsr;::~~I~!§~;I~t~
lf there's ever been a Tennessee Cave Survey Bulletin 2, I don't
know about it. Apparently everything they publish is Bulletin 1.
The previous edition of this bibliography, published fifteen
years ago, was also labeled Bulletin 1. (This is actually the
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fourth edition of the bibliography that Larry Matthews has
compiled.) The 1980 edition contained approximately half the
number of references this new one does. There is a main
author index with 2,740 entries, and then cross-references to
these entries from cave and subject indices. (What it does not
have is entries in the author index for authors other than the
first. For instance, an item by Jones and Smith appears only
under Jones.) It certainly seems thorough, and it would be
invaluable to someone researching the history of exploration of
some obscure cave, for instance, because it includes routine trip
reports from grotto newsletters.
But, oh, the trees. A few years ago Tennessee cavers were
seeking help in opposing a government permit to build a dock
~the Tennessee River for a wood-chipping mill, claiming that
this would lead to more cutting of trees over caves in the area.
Here the TCS has published a three-pound bulletin of
information that could easily have been printed on one quarter
the pages for one quarter the price.
~

Sheck Exley is the most famous cave diver in the world. He
has set or tied cave-diving depth records five times, and he has

set the record for greatest distance from air ("penetration") no
less than seventeen times. He is mentioned more times by far
than anyone else in the second edition of Martyn Farr's 111e
Darkness Beckons, a 1991 history of cave diving written and
printed in England. He has been awarded both the NSS's
Bicking Award for cave exploration and the NSS Outstanding
Service Award. Sheck died on April6, 1994, at the age of 45,
at a water depth of nine hundred feet during a cave dive. Sheck
was obviously driven by the prospect of records, but he was
quiet and almost shy outside his circle of diving friends . After
accepting the Outstanding Service Award at the 1992
convention banquet, he disappeared before anybody had a
chance to congratulate him. I think the latest annual GuituJess
Book of World Records still gives a scuba-driving depth record
considerably less than a depth at which Sheck stopped for
decompression in 1988. Sheck was generous about naming new
passages and entrances after his diving companions, but if there
is anything named after him, he doesn't refer to it in his book.
In a brief note in the NSS News in 1989 about his latest
penetration record, he remarks that both depth and penetration
records were now held by Americans, without saying that the
Americans were both Sheck Exley.
Caverns Measureless to Man is Sheck's posthumous cavediving autobiography. Written in an informal, chatty style that
makes it bard to put down, it begins with his earliest dives,
breaking every rule in the book--rules and books that were in
many cases later written by Sheck.
(continued next page)
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Other chapters cover diving in the Bahamas and Bermuda, the
quest for long penetrations in Florida, deep diving, and even
Sheck's light experience in ocean diving, where he set a longstanding record for scuba depth on compressed air, as distinct
from other mixtures of gases safer at great depths, without even
intending to. During his life
Sheck made over three thousand
cave dives, covering over a
million feet underwater. I doubt
During hit life Sheek
if anyone can honestly claim to
be surprised that he died diving.
made over three
Without much effort, you could
thou•and eave dive•,
probably figure out where his
first eight lives went from
covering over a
incidents described in the book.

million feet
underwater. I doubt
if any one ean
honutly elaim to ~e
surpriud that he
died diving.

This book bas been long in
production. It essentially ends
in 1990, and some of the
information, including the tables
of records at the end, is already
obsolete.
The
longest
underwater cave is given as the
Cathedral-Falmouth System in
Florida, with 38,398 feet of
surveyed passage.
(Sheck
owned the Cathedral entrance
and willed it to the Cave Diving Section.) But there are now
underwater caves in the Yucatan with 98,218 feet and about
130,000 feet of survey. And he bas since surpassed his own
compressed-air cave-diving depth record given in the book; his
new reconl is 420 feet. Unhappily, the long gestation was not
used by the publisher for careful, or even respectable, copy
editing, and the typesetting and layout are crude, inconsistent,
and careless. Most of those problems may be the sort of things
that only I and your high school English teacher woukl notice,
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but everybody will notice the lines of type missing from the top

ofpage 132.
This is the most important caving book published in the United
States in this decade. It is a shame it was treated so shabbily by
its publisher. Caverns Measureless to Man joins the short list
of books that any American caver must read to avoid being

culturally deprived. Buy it.

b

Rick Day is well known to cavers for his frequent ribbons and
medals in the NSS Photo Salons in past years, especially in the
print categories. For those who wonder what ever became of
him, the jacket copy says he is now a missionary in Bolivia.
This children's book is heavily illustrated with color
photographs, although just over half of them are actually by
Day.
Stephen Kramer does not seem to have any special
qualifications for writing a book about caves. His previous
books are about lightning, tornadoes, and avalanches. This
makes it especially impressive that this elementary book on
caves may be about the only one in which I didn't notice any
serious mistakes. Not only does it have the story right about
speleothem formation (outgassing of C02 rather than
evaporation), but it is surely the only children's book to
correctly describe the HS origin of Carlsbad and Lechuguilla.
Naturally, things are a bit simplified, but still impressively
accurate for a book of this sort. And there are good
conservation and safety messages, too. George Moore and
Charlie Larson are thanked in the acknowledgments, which may
help explain it all.
b
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GROTIO REPORTS

DFW GROTTO REPORT
~y

LUBBOCK AREA GROTTO

Jay Jordu

~y No~l•

A Christmas-New Year's trip by Dallas-Fort Worth Grotto
members to Mexico, a mid-January excursion to an Oklahoma
cave and a visit to River Styx Cave in Northwest Texas
highlight the club's activities for the past two months.
The featured program for January's meeting was slides on
caving in Sweden presented by Kevin Glover who has worked
in a federal caves program in New Mexico. Cathy Winfrey,
the Texas Speleological Association Chairperson, was a visitor
at that meeting and gave a talk on organized caving in the state.
Leaving the day after Christmas, a group including Clark and
Susie Giles and Steve Dalton of Fort Worth departed the
Metroplex and picked me up in South Texas on the way to the
border. Over the next eight days, we teamed up with a group
of Missouri cavers including Kerry Rowland and Lisa Fricke to
visit some area attractions such as Hoya de las Guaguas. At
that cave, we were accompanied by six cavers from Central
Mexico. Most of them were on rope for the ftrst time on the
cave's almost-500-foot low side.
Our travels took us south and west of Ciudad Valles, where we
visited caves that were traditional sites of end-of-year Indian
ceremonies. In two of the caves, part of our journey was lit by
dozens of candles burning amid votives.
On the weekend of January 14-15, the Mystic Cave Project
continued in Oklahoma. One group went upstream in the water
passage while others made a dive. Later in the month, grotto
member Troy Shelton, accompanied by others from the club,
led a group of Boy Scouts to River Styx, a long gypsum cave
in Northwest Texas and in November, I made several trips to
caves of upstate New York with members of the Met Grotto,
while in New York City on business.
At the club's annual Christmas party, slides of the 1994 NSS
convention at Fort Clark Spring in Brackettville were shown.
The party came complete with a hot tub, courtesy of Barbe
Barker and Dave"Cave" McClung. A Yuletide soiree is held
each year in lieu of the monthly meeting.
In the other business sessions, the grotto has been tentatively
eyeing the ftrst part of March for its annual Rites of Spring
Party along the Brazos River. As is traditional, Club members
set up and enjoy a hot tub--courtesy of Steve--and sauna, then
test out the chilly river.

Sti4hn•

'The year-end report for the NSS/10 Committee reveals that the
grotto has 36 cavers, all NSS Members, whose primary
affiliation is with LAG as their home grotto. Voting rights in
the COG stand at four, according to Evelyn Bradshaw, NSS
Committee Chairwoman.

LAG has had a good year, gammg some fantastic new
conservation minded cavers. Everyone has been working hard
to increase their skills as competent survey people. The grotto
has taken on the tedious task of a re-survey of Endless Cave
(the all-time favorite cave). Endless is booked for survey trips
on the last weekend of every odd-numbered month for the
balance of the year. If you sketch or read instruments and want
to work hard on Saturdays, then the grotto would like to hear
from you.
The restoration project in Carlsbad Caverns was finished the
second weekerd in March with LAG's thanks to Dan Dennison,
Carol Holsey, Jim and Val Werker and members of Explorer
Post 806 of Lubbock. 'The work was accomplished over a three
day weekend. (I wish I could have been there to watch. Ed.)
A year-end report from the Mike Bilbo, Outdoor Recreation
Planner, BLM, Roswell District and dated March 7th shows
LAG having contributed a total of 395 total service hours to
their cave program. The BLM's cost was a total of $32.00 with
a benefit to the BLM of $4,345.00. The work was performed
in June of 1994 in the Malpais State Recreation Area west of
Carrizozo, NM.
LAG Members are building a climbing tower to teach vertical
skills to new members and maintain the skills of the older
cavers. The tower base is now planted with six 40 footers
placed 2 by 3 on eight foot centers. We're scratching our heads
now wondering how the platform is going to get on top
(cheaply, of course). We look at it a lot, admiring just how
straight the poles were placed with only the eye for a transit.
At the bottom of one of the holes (before filling) is a new
pocket pager. It fell from a pocket. It got covered up. Alas,
poor pager... it'll never disturb us again. Last year's chairman,
Dan Dennison, has appropriately dubbed the project "Pole
Hinge". We're learning to tell time by it.
New LAG Officers for 1995 are: Chairman, James "Mongo"
Pinion; Vice-Chairwoman, Carol Holsey; Sec/Treas, Jinuny
"Thumper"Thurlo; Safety Officer, Don "What's your name?"
Mittan; Conservation Chairwoman, Betty Johnson.

The DFW Grotto meets at 7 p.m. on the fourth Wednesday of
each month except for November--one week early then because
of Thanksgiving--at Recreational Equipment, Inc., 4515 LBJ
Freeway, in Farmers Branch, a North Dallas suburb. Call
Barbe arrl Dave at (817) 481-7933 or me at (214) 398-9272 for
more information.

We meet the first Monday of each month. Come and join us
for fun and information and not to mention the. f, !
arol
"the cook" Holsey keeps providing.

May you cave early and often in 1995.

Cave more frequently than I.
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Any of the above may be contacted by calling 1-900-BR549.
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TRIP REPORTS

CAVING IN THE EMPIRE
STATE
Date: November 19- 20, 1994
Destination: Wards-Gregory (Clarksville), Caboose Caves
Personnel: Chris Nicola, Pat Precin, Kevin O'Brien, Jimmy
Orengo, Joe Trupia, Vic Alferia, Chris and John Alferia, Tom
R. Barton, all of Met Grotto, New York, Jay Jorden.
Chris picked me up in midtown Manhattan about 7 a.m.
Saturday and we drove north, passing the Palisades before
leaving the island and skirting through part of new Jersey. We
then drove up the interstate past tree-lined ridges and scenic
vistas of upstate New York. After a week in the Big Apple's
concrete canyons, it was nice to be on the road to a caving
weekend in the country. Chris had brought some
extra gear, including a spare sleeping bag, for me to
facilitate the stay in the cavers' cabin at Gage's . It
was donated by the cave owner family and is located
near the entrance, just down the road from Emily and
Billy Mobley's and the home of Speleobooks .

the cave at the time was very low because of insufficient rainfall. (Locals &hove ground were complaining about the warm
temperatures--50s--and lack of snow!) But Chris, a practical
joker, got a certain amount of satisfaction out of acclimatizing
newcomers to the chilly, dark cave waters (not that we wouldn't
end up getting wet later!).
Since the water was low, Chris, Pat, and Kevin probed a
normally sumped loop in back of the Lake Room in search of
new leads. Chris, who enjoyed swimming around in the icy
drink, then did the full circuit in what he later dubbed
"Nicola's Loop." But he noticed that no one hung around after
he determined there was no going passage. Headlamps had
been briefly extinguished to see if cavers could see the daylight
penetrating the depths from the "North Entrance." After
another caving group emerged from the Twinkle Room, I did
the squeeze beyond the lake to view the gold-colored water
drops lining the nearly-black ceiling. Again, from Perry:

By 10 a.m., we were in Clarksville, just outside of
Albany, where we purchased gloves, batteries and
other last-minute supplies. I had returned from a
quick weekend trip to Dallas with wetsuit, polypro,
vertical gear, and caving clothes. But there's only so
much that will fit into checked luggage!
Then it was on to the parking lot above June's where
we met Joe and Jimmy. Kevin and Pat were inside
JWl6's finishing breakfast. How convenient: a diner at
the bottom of the hills where the caves are located. A
number of cavers were already inside the cave,
including a group from Massachusetts .
After coffee, we walked up the first hill where we hit
a well-traveled trail. It led on an up-and-down route to a
medium-size sink. There, we climbed down to the Ward's
main entrance. In "Underground Empire: Wonders and Tales
of New York Caves ," Clay Perry wrote in 1948 of Clarksville
Caves:
"Old historical accounts describe two caves, but recent
explorers have failed to enter the second one, which has
become closed .... The accessible cavern is a large one, in
length , but not in width or height save at the inner end, the
lake lies".
We went to this lake. Following the entire length of Ward's
via stream passage, our group gingerly dodged standing pools
(water in New York State caves is breathtakingly cold). We
avoided deeper water by climbing high to the left of the stream
in some places. Finally, we arrive at the Lake Room, gateway
to the Twinkle Room. At the lake, cavers have two options:
skirt tl~e wall to t11e left and stay dry, or wade through shallow-but very cold- water to the right. To be fair, the water level in
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Chris adds that part of Clarksville is also in the Coeyman
limestone. This rock is very dark in color, thus giving stark
contrast to ceiling water droplets. After admiring this beauty ,
I made the crawl out--Chris had warned me that someone got
stuck a little beyond the Twinkle Room, necessitating a rescue-and we began returning the same way we had come. Perry puts
the distance from the Lake Room to the entrance at three·
quarters of a mile. It didn't feel like quite that far. Our group
resurfaced to follow Joe to retrieve some supplies from his
vehicle. Before we re-entered, a cave digger, Joe Lungreen.
passed by and filled in Chris on progress of a project al
Clarksville and at Papoose Cave. Vic caught up with us at that
point, accompanied by his two sons.
Re-entering the cave, we descended down another passage tc
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the Bathtub, where a waterfall passage lies. But again, we
found little water in this lower stream passage. Kevin
continued through a normally sumped-out area while we
retraced our steps to a higher level of the Ward's-Gregory
Link. Now above our previous low point, our group split off,
with Chris leading folks through a near-sump to the Osbourne
entrance of Gregory's near 443. Brinley's (so named after
historical, 1849 graffiti that bears that namesake) is the area
where the town of Clarksville once got its water supply via
Osbourne. Quoting from Perry once again:

i."_~-~·c_jo.·-~:_.·•·:_.:·w"~-•,:_·],a~_ u:.·,_•~c.-:,·r_.:·_;.

• • •
. .

._.
r .

·.·.·.:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:;:;::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;

:-:·:·:·:·:-:-:-:·:·:-;-:-:-:-

•. ·_..

.•

•. ·r_ j__

:-:-:-·-:-:-:-:-:-:;::::::;:::::;:::::;::;::;:;:::;:;:;:;::::::::

Not a small cave. And this caving area is roughly an equivalent
distance from New Yorlc as southern Oklahoma is from DallasFort Worth. Perry wrote:

exercycle and stair-running in preparation for a late-month
Lechuguilla Cave trip. Chris came over about 8 a.m. and we
rendezvoused with the others in Schoharie at the Alley Cat
Diner. (Diners are popular up here!) Over home fries and
eggs, discussion ensued on where to go caving, with Tom
offering to lead a trip to Fan Fleet's Cave. Chris was prepared
to go until he heard that the cave had been pushed beyond its
known passage. He knew of Tom's reputation as a digger
extraonlinaire. Chris opted for Caboose Cave, where he could
do 800 feet of cave in an hour as opposed to an extended
expedition.
After breakfast, most elected to return home. But Joe and
Jimmy joined Chris and I for Caboose, which is named for the
freigk train sound some cavers have heard in its side passages.
A recedly installed cable and lock across the road warned, and
some residents stopped to warn, us against parking along that
side of the road.
The cave entrance lies at the bead of a dry creek, where Joe
I.ungreen had done extensive excavation and concrete work to
stabilize loose rock. Chris had also done some work at this
cave, but the entrance had become unstable.
Caboose also has stream passage leading to a sump at a squareshaped back room where curious noises emanate from the
gurgling water. It was a place for leisurely exploration and
meditation before returning south to the large Apple and its
tb
concrete jungle.

We didn't run into this gent on our trip. Returning via the road
to the trail bead and parking lot, we changed clothes and drove
to the End of Gulch and Dry Gulch Caves to ridgewalk while
we awaited the return of Vic and others who had split off from
us. Caves and sinks in this area are in the Onondaga limestone.
As the sun set through bare trees , we heard distant gunfire,
with deer season already in progress. The' gulch' is a sheerwalled limestone canyon with a cave at its downstream end.
Tree tnmks are wedged into the entrance, which goes in several
hundred feet to a sump, I was told. We also walked by Dry
Gulch Cave and noted several other sinks in the area.
Connecting after darlc with our friends, we drove to the town of
Howe Cave (near the site of an NSS convention Howdy Party
this decade) for dinner, stopping off for a surprise visit to
Emily's. There we also saw Diana, Emily's friend from
Albuquerque. We also discussed sleeping accommodations and
found out the best place to eat dinner (not Burelli's!). Chris
and I ate at a steak and seafood restaurant just down the road.
After supper, Joe--who had entertained the thought of staying
at his summer house about an hour away--opted instead to
spend the night at the Gage's cabin instead, where Chris had
reserved spaces through Emily. She furnished the wood for the
cabin stove and five bedded down for the night there. Tom
!Xllled up during the evening and slept in his van. I snoozed in
the second floor of the octagon bam behind Emily's house,
where her bookstore is located, with only an occasional eat's
nudging or meowing disturbing my slumber.
On Sunday morning, Emily began her workout early with
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A TALE OF TWO CAVES AND
THE NEWEST JEWEL OF THE
GYPKAP UNDERGROUND
GYPKAP, CARCASS CAVE CAMP
Martin ranches, February 18-19, 1995
Participants: Brian C. Galbraith, Sandia Grotto Editor, Cal
Currier, Rick and Shawn Cordova. (Yes folks, the famous
Cordovas are back in action, sailing down small holes at a
single bound.)
The weather was great and cooperative. After surveying
Flatrock cave Satunlay and losing a couple of lead-point cavers
up to their waists to the muddy water that Flatrock is so famous
for, we called it a day and headed back to camp and the
Peerman's trailer where we were invited to celebrate Kathy's
birthday with some Friezenet Brut Rose champagne that Steve
bougk for her. Needless to say the laughter progressed as the
night wore on. lbanks, Steve and Kathy. Bill Yett offered the
use of his cellular to anyone needing to make an urgent call.
Sunday morning was calm and warm. As we made our coffee,
Steve and Kathy approached our little foursome team asking if
we would be interested in surveying a new cave that Dave
Belski, Steve, Kathy, Jim Evatt and co. had located the
previous day while they were doing their GPS alignments for
the area. They said these sinks were located on the Harvey
ranch, an area that we have not been able to visit for some time
until recent change of owners. That idea
(cont. on next page)
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was given a unanimous resounding, "Yes !" So off we went
following Kathy, Carol Belslci and Jim to an area bordering the
Martin ranch. (And watch out for that old barbed wire gate, it
doesn't stretch.)
Al ong with the "crew" were Dave Milligan and his son (an
important part of the story; they are both very skinny cavers).
Driving up on top of a pock-marked ridge, holes that the truck
tires could drop through, we were looking out over a couple of
Large pretty sinks. We rigged up , grabbed the survey gear, Cal
provided his own ins truments (new for Christmas from Joan),
and headed to the entrance underneath us.
With Rick sketching, Cal on instruments, me at lead tape and
Shawn at point, we progressed slowly into the crawl hole which
opened up to stand ing room within about 10 feet . From there
it was walking passage all the way back to the junction above
the wat er. T11ll, slender , sculpted gypsum passage lined with
incredible lUllounts of cave popcorn along the fractures, joints
and upper willis and ceiling, which was for the most part about
10 fee( high. Well, I had the camera gear and I could not resist
taking pictures, besides that' s my function at GYPKAP. After
surveying half of the 20 some-odd stations, Shawn took over for
me on lead chain . I went nuts , like a kid in a candy store. The
selenite? Finger formation on the left
wall was most intriguing. I have
I have never
never seen anything like it in any of
seen
the gypsum caves I have been in.
Hold on to your britches folks, it just
anything like keeps
getting better.

it in any of
the gypsum
caves I have
been in.

We reached the water junction room
that drops out from under your feet
and as it was late in the afternoon we
tied off survey at about 250 feet.
According to Dave , who had
proceeded ahead of us , it was
poss ibl e to exit the cave through another entrance directly in
front of us by squeezing through a couple of large breakdown
rocks over the water and continuing on an upstream wash crawl
way . He said that he and his son were able to make it through
the puzzle of intermittent tight squeezes to the surface and the
tmc k.~. taking about 5 minutes as opposed to about 15 or 20 for
the other direction. Declining on tlus option Cal packed up and
Shawn went down an
headed out the initial ent rance.
int eresting side passage to see if it would connect, while Rick
went down into the crawl.
I waited at the junction to make voice connection to both
cav ers . A couple of nlinutes later Shawn called out that I had
bett er come and take a look at what be had found, "and bring
your came ra" . Oh boy, did my ears perk up. I followed his
voice down along a somewhat narrow, sharp, and craggy
Rdjoining crack that rounded a bend and then turned into an
uppe r c rawl between two large plates of bedrock filled with
surface debris. We knew we were close.

After about 40 feet of crawling I arrived at another stand-up
jtulCtion over a large boulder in the middle of two perpendicular
joining erosion cracks. Pulling my body embryo style out to
stand up on the rock, which was finnly wedged into the floor,
I heard Shawn's voice directly above me . Looking up I could
not be li eve what I saw . A straight up chimney totally lined

with cloud-looking popcorn and some aragonite bushes around
the edrance to the shaft. It led up about 15 feet up into a small
room, big enough for three people to sit (according to Shawn).
It was beautiful and pristine white as I stood there on the rock
and looked up, wishing not to climb as I am a little larger than
Shawn. I listened as Shawn descnbed his surrounding.
We decided it would be best if I passed my camera up to him.
Unfortunately in the hand-off we both lost grip (Note, always
hand the strap first.). I watched as my camera, as though in
slow motion, bounced down below me to the near bottom of
the climb. Shawn said later that I kept repeating, .. _
"Oh no, Oh no, Oh no!". Well, the cave gods were ----with me, the Hodags didn't get this one. A couple
.
of dings and nicks, but no crucial parts affected. It
even took a couple of more shots. It reacted a little slow ·
and erratic so I promptly put it back into my pack not wishing
to tempt fate twice.
We were just about to rejoin Rick when he showed up and took
in the "Cumulus" room. When we got back to the water
junction, Rick told me that he didn't think I could make it
through to the final squeeze to the surface. I retorted that if he
made it, I could make it. He just laughed and said, "OK" in a
long drawn out sigh as be pulled his pack behind him. The last
thing I heard him say as he disappeared ahead of Shawn and
myself was that it keeps getting tighter and trickier. Oh ye of
little faith. He was right. Shawn and I talked about the
maneuvers and direction as we slowly proceeded on our knees
and bellies. My coveralls were getting a major workout (flashbacks of Chiricahua Crystal Cave running through my mind).
Lo and behold the last pretzel tum headed up and I began to
chuckle to myself as the game neared completion. Then I heard
Rick's voice directly up ahead, "I don't think you will make it".
I sized up the final exit point, and I do mean "point". "Not only
will I make it, I'll do it with my bard-bat and battery fanny pack
on." Once again I heard, "OK".
Rick moved high and to one side into a small shaded chimney
and started eating a chile pepper and half of a burrito while
muttering "I want to get a front row center seat". I turned my
head sideways and with one arm out in front swimmer style
began to push with my feet on an inner wall. My chest and
back were pinioned , but I grunted and groaned as I was shaving
bits of rock off with my chest. Once the upper body was
through I had to climb straight up the wall in front of me until
I was bent at 90 degrees, then I swiveled my hips to allow my
battery pack to slide out with me. Yea buddy, that was major
gut work, but fun. Rick gave me a congratulatory high-five and
offered me a bite of his pepper. I took the high-five and bagged
the pepper. What I want to know now is , does this make me an
honorary Cordova (name notwithstanding)?
We came out at what was thought to be another cave system,
tagged "Owl's Roost Annex". He said there are some sizeable
sinks a few miles away, but on the same ranch.

There is plenty to do out there, so if you are interested contact
Steve Peerman, 505-523-2167. Become an associate membe1
of GYPKAP for only five dollars a year (SWR members cost)
and that goes to putting out a newsletter and buying survey
~
gear.
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A LATE
Date:

LATE

TRIP REPORT

1952

Cave:
Devil's Sinkhole
Participants: AI Hughes, three army buddies, one civilian.
While in the army and going to school at Ft. Sam Houston near
San Antonio, Texas, my friends and I began exploring caves in

the area.
One weekend we went to Devil's Sinkhole along with a few
hundred feet of rope. We didn't know about proper gear for
ascending or descending. I guess we thought we could go hand
over hand or something. We arrived at the sinkhole and lucked
out, I guess, because hanging down into the hole was an old
cable ladder. I was unanimously elected to go first and try it
out. It sure looked like a bottomless pit to me but I had to go
anyway. That old ladder sure did shimmy and shake. My
shaking didn't help too much either. I finally made it down
safely so the rest of the guys came after, one at a time, because
we didn't have a lot of faith in the ladder. It was a hell of a
long way straight down.
We explored all around the bottom but could find no other
passages. The cave seemed like an upside down funnel. We
were knee deep in bat guano and one wall was packed solid
with bats.
It was time to go so we went to the ladder and looked up. All

of us thought, "Oh shit, that's a long way up!" Well, we made
it out and headed back to base. I wish I had known about NSS
and the grottos around the country back then but better late than
~
never.

DEVIL'S SINKHOLE
Photos by AI Hughes made in 1952
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VI RGIN PASSAGES
information on various topics that were of interest to us. I
really enjoyed these meetings. A couple of weeks before his
death, he told me that he had some parts for a project of mine.
After rus death, I was helping his wife make arrangements for
his things. I opened up his car trunk and there were the parts he
had promised me.

JERRY JOHNSON
Jue 16, 19SO- Jue 9, 1994
~y Pul Johut011
Last June 1994, the caving communjty lost one of its members.
Jerry (Jerold Robert Johnson) died suddenly while attending a
career meeting . Even though a physician was present and did
all of the right things, ills life was quickly gone.
I met Jerry in September 1968 when he joined the Texas
University Underwater Society . Jerry and I found that we
shared caving and diving interests.

Jerry has done much caving in Texas and in Mexico. Caving
with Jerry was always an adventure. Camping on the beach of
Tampico, Mexico; going to Gruta del Palmjto, spending New
Year' s Eve at the end of Huasteca Canyon and listening to
Edward G . Marshall's Mystery Hour on the radio; spending
two weeks in Mexico seeing Mexico city and touring the ruins
of TeotihUitcan; wajting for Jerry and Wayne Russell to finish
a cave dive at Carrizal Cave are just a few of the caving
memo ries I have of Jerry and caving.
One of the fondest memories I have of Jerry in Mexico was that
of arriving at a caving site around 9 or 10 p.m. and not
knowing exactly whe re the cave was located. As usual, Jerry
was our group' s main Spanjsh speaker. We sent rum up to a
grass hut to ask directions to the cave. We not only got
instmctions but a man and ills son came out to personally guide
us to the cave. After seeing the cave and on our way back to
the crunp6ite we did get lost. Eventually our road ended and we
~·lied out into a huge clearing that was also a com field . The
sky was full of stars . We all hopped out of the truck to see
where we were. The night sky was absolutely beautiful with
stars. I mentioned that I wished that I knew the names of the
stars . At this point, Jerry went to the back of the truck and
shuffled through the equipment and came back with a star map.
The group of people were speechless. I had never discussed
astronomy witl1 Jerry but he was always prepared for anything.

Jerry introduced me to anu\leur radio in the late 60s. His call
w11s WA5RON. On various CIUnping trips, I would talk to
Jerry tL~ ing Morse code. A big thrill was when I was diving the
Blue Hole in Belize and talked to Jerry while I was aboard sillp
1111d Jerry WIIS driving down a Texas highway in his car.
Jerry wa.~ very knowledgeable about the archeology of Mexico
11nd South America. He graduated from the University of
Te xas in 1972 with a degree in anthropology and continued
post -gntduat e work in archeology. He was also an electronic
whiz. He worked as a computer progranuner and designer of
mdar test equipment. His last job was taking theoretical ideas
of sc ientists 111ld making them work.
Recently , some of my most favorite times with Jerry have been
ove r lunch. Not only could I ask him technical questions on
some type of project I was thinking of, but we would trade
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I have known Jerry over half my life and all of my adult years.
The words "dependable, faithful, solid as a rock, punctual, a
man of his word," are a few of the terms that could be used to
descnbe trus man. I was looking forward to sharing adventures
with rum for another 30 or 40 more years. I have been cheated
6
out of a valuable friend and I will miss rum.

CHARLES L. "SQUIRE" LEWIS
April 29, 1930- April11, 199S
NSS 6951
su~mitted ~y Gil Ediger
Survivors: Daughter Cristin of Austin, Brothers Philamon of
Oruo, and William of Florida

Through the span of rus extraordinary life Squire worked as a
laborer, carpenter, stone mason, Fuller Brush man, sheep
herder, Irish Wolf hound breeder, IBM tabulating machine
operator, steel mill grinder, photographer and entrepreneur.
He participated in the construction of locks, dams, and bridges
on the Oruo, Mississippi, Saint Lawrence, Detroit, Arkansas ,
and other rivers. He managed a real estate office, consulted on
the construction of the IH-35 upper deck through Austin, was
a volunteer fireman, and served six years as a Justice of the
Peace (hence the title, "Squire").
During his epic summer of 1966, chronicled in rus book, Squire
discovered both Mexico and Texas, and decided to spend the
rest of his life in Austin. He entered the University of Texas as
a 47 year old freshman Anthropology major. From being ll
street vendor selling lruaraches, he developed the Charles Lewis
Company wruch became world famous in pioneering the
importation of Mexican folk art and weavings. Among ill
clients were museums, universities, governments, and
preservation societies around the world, and all the original
primitive Mexican folk artists were rus friends.

Squire was a loving father to rus daughter Cristin and the best
ex-lrusband he could be to Mary Lou, Nancy, and Sheryll. He
was a gracious friend, always willing to share rus wine, ruf
time, and rus stories . He was a connisseur of fme food and s
master in the preparation of the wiener sausage. Squire had P
special affinity for cavers and never met a ca..'llpfire he didn't
like.
Now it's time to piss on the embers and scatter the ashes: el
fomoso Don Carlos de Oaxaca y Austin is dead.
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FRACTIO H,L\RNESS
Regular Price: $ 69.50
Our Price: $ 57.00
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Speleological Abstracts
Ever wonder if anything has been written about new electric
headlight systems? What about recent caving in Mexico?
Kentucky? Ethiopia?! You need Speleological Abstracts!

The NSS Internal Organizations Committee sent the TSA
a "Cloth Patch History Preservation Questionnaire" along
with the annual 10 Report form. This requests that an
interested person, such as a cloth patch collector, furnish
certain information about Grotto, Region, Section, etc.
cloth patches about which they may be knowledgeable.

SA is an annual listing of papers covering all topics of caving
discussed each year in books and periodicals from around the
world. Current Titles in Speleology, published by the British
Cave Research Association (BCRA), has provided that
information for the English-speaking world since 1969, but
unfortunately that tremendous resource has seen little use in the
U.S.A.
Beginning this year, CTS is merging with SA to
produce a single, authoritative, and truly comprehensive index
of caving and cave science reports .

Gary Soule, ofthe American Spelean History Assn .. , is
the contact person and prime mover behind this project.
If any TSA member has an interest in this project, or
would like to fill out the report, I'll be glad to send it to
you. Contact me at the TSA address : P.O. Box 8026 ,
Austin , Texas 78713 or call (512) 467-2324 .
Gary Napper, Secretary, TSA

SA is available from BCRA by check, Visa, or Mastercard at the
fo llowing rates :
No . 19 (1980) = £9 .00
No. 20-27= £10.00 each
No. 28-31 = £12.50 each
No. 32 (1993)= £14.00
Orders of 3 or more get a 20% discount. The exchange rate
is about £1.00 to $1.60. If you order by credit card the
exchange rate is automatically calculated for you by the
bani<. Postage is charged at cost. Orders should be sent to
Bryan Ellis , BCRA, 20 Woodland Avenue, Westonzoyland,
Bridgwater T A 7 OLQ, Great Britain. NSS members can
also pay in $ through the NSS office in Huntsville; contact
the NSS for details.
If you're seriously into caving or speleology, you'll fmd
Speleological Abstracts a priceless tool.

ADVERTISING RATES
Advertising rates in The TEXAS CAVER
are per iuu and are applica~le for camera
rudy copy. Call for ether ~uotu.
Quarter Page ( 3 Vt x 4 S/8 )
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$ 8S.OO
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